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Adobe
By· MARGARET .PAGE HOOD
Pleasant to live ina house of earth
Mellow and brown, and warm to touch
. .
Comforting!
Stone is cold and wood grows wormy
But 'dobe wears softly~with'years
The gracious curves of humility.
•
Pleasant· to live in a house of earth
And learn earth's kindness
So that I shall not cry of fri'ght"
In my earthe~ bed.
. ..
~ .
c
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Westward Ho-In Epitome!
q
By BASFORD VAN DOKEN
I
YOU MAyiCtalk about Fate or you may talk ab ut a ate;and either Fate or a fate overtakes 'human b ings I ari-
ously. That is, it may loom on the far, horizon' ark, por-
...' ?
tentous, implacable, compelling you, its victim, to a, low
and fearful. approach, your face tragically fixed your life
overshadowed. Or a fate may slip up from ehind you
quite unobtrusively, abiding in your shadow so uietly you
have in. no wise suspected its arrival until som~aY it aps
you gently on the shoulder and smiles in your f e. It· ay
. 9
not, then, be tragic at all-just a plain and m re or less
commonplace fate-and you acknowledge the gr eting itli
a responding smile. Lately I have found myself so sli ped
; "
up on.
The twentieth century is one-third gone.
disappeared a certain outlook in America. And hose f us
whose time-spans reach a few years back into t e old cen-
tury have--consciously or' unconsciously-watc ed it die.
Perhaps my own case can be made to serve as i lustr ion,
but to broaden its signifi~ance I shall have to egin ith
forbears.
During the second year of the adminis ratio of
Andrew Jackson-1830-my maternal grandf ther was~
born in ~ew Jersey, from whence his family m(!)ved a few
years later to Ohio. As a lad of twenty he joined he "f rty-
. niners," traveled across plains, mountains and d serts, dug
himself -some two thousand dollars worth of gol out·o .the
placers of California, returned via the Isthmus f Pan ma,
and by 1855 had'pushed westward again into Indi na, her~
he married my grandmother. Her father-my great and-
father-had e]Iligrated thither from New HampJhire. The
[ 260]
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. year 1876 found the family, of which my moth~r-wasnow a
member, across another boundary. line to the west in Illinois.
. "
In 1874 my father, then eighteen years old (young men
I
in those days ventured early), left his ho:m.e 1n Maryland,
and made his way half way across the continent to the
frontter state of Missouri, where a farmer brother-in..law
had taken a homestead. He, too, returned home, but only .
'briefly, for by 1881 he had gravitated to IlliIl-ois, and had
married, my mother. Then again, four yea~s later, my
grandfather turned his face westward. 'This titne he set out
\upo~ a scouting expeditio? forpimse!f, his ·~on, a~d his
son-ln-Ia~, the three havIng popled Interest~,. seekIng a
likely opening for the founding- of a new bu~iness. This
, rugged old pioneer recalled from this youthfuJ' exp~rience,
thirty-five years gone, the pleasant aspect of i that prairie
I .
country lying between the Misspuri, at ID:dep~ndence, and
the Platte, to the northwest, across .which he had once slowly
traveled with oxen teams, and he ndw stru~k into this
region. Here he found the land of his heart's desire, and
chose for the home of his old age a small frontier ~ttlement
in the valley of a great roll of the prairie, a sweeping bend
from southeast to east.
That little county-seat town, founded about' 1870, con-
stituted a boyhood habitat, whose works coU;ld never be
escaped. It bore no signs of uniqueness, yet its traditions
partook modestly of the color and the adventurousness of
the Great West. There was the story of .t~e old Overland ,"
Trail but a few miles to the north; and there was the story. i,.' .
of the old stone' flour-mill squatting comfo$bly in the,··~·
shade of tall ash trees on the bank of the Litt~e Blue, and' .
using its power;- for many years i.t had been tlJe source of :
bread for homesteaders a hundred' miles 'and more to the
. I
west. There were stories of Indian forays, and, most
.6reath-taking of all, ,there was the tale of how ~i:ng Fisher,
a pioneer of the early severities, had been stalked and killed
by Indians near "Fulton's Bridge." Some five !-miles below
I\.:
I
I
I
I
t
I
!
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town, his grave, enc~osed in a stave"-and-wire encej lay
under the tall prairie' grass on a high' bluff risin abril tly
a hundred feet above the river. A weird lonelin ss al ays
pervaded the place for me, whenever, even as SiZfble
youth, after tramping through a country of well devel ed
farm-lands down the valley to this bluff, I cli ed to its,
eerie site. The wind :perpetually whistled there a kin· of
melancholy crescen(j,o' through the rank grass, tpough the
valley-floor lay below in utterly peaceful silence. 1\s -a s all
boy, t can remem~er occasional, conii'ngs and ~Oing of
Indians with the pqrpose of begging or selling tr nkets" but
they originated on ~he Omaha Reservation, and er~ s me
time past the stage [of offering violence. That secfic:>n of the
West by the early inineties was no longer India.p" f.:ou ry:
but neither had it peveloped into the ca:cefully t~fed f ~­
country of later years. Searing winds in midsu mer ore
I '
down upon us out: of the sand-country to the outh < est,
withering the growing corn in the space of a .day. At 0 her
seasons three-day gales, unceasing through dark and s mi-
light, lifted loose dry soil from the hills 'and hu g it a.. out
the sky to form gljeat curtains, through which he su at
evening looked bloQd-red, as through the smoke (l)f a fest
fire. And other clpuds appeared, cirrus-texture , floa ing
rapidly across the: zenith, menacing all crops elow, and
sometimes settling ~o earth to devour them-soft y" rus ing
storms of locusts. ! Those early nineties develop d stoi ism
I •
in some, desponden~y in some; either a man's fo ituda uc-
cumbed and he slUIlk away, or he lift~d his face t the hal-
. lenge of Nature and stayed on.
• I,Our maIn stre~t ran from west to east for xactl
length of a mile. ]ts foot was a model of prairie town
saicism, but its upper end found release beyond a qua er-
mile of boxelder-~haded read in a big prairi -pas ure,
stretching to the ealst past the horizon, and alway typi ing
I '
for us who drove tire neighborhood milk cows bac and f rtb,
the great open sp,ces of our environment. A stabl for
6
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cows and horses was quite as common a b~-yard edifice
then as a garage is now~ I remember the intioouction into
that little town' successively of city water, I e telephone,
. the electric light and the automobile.
II
At the end of nearly a year of univerity. graduate
work there 'came a revulsion against the profe'sional career
upon which, up to that 'time, I, had' fully d : rmined. It
derived, I ~m now persuaded, from heritag::. .A certain
s~ring day's walkalo~g ~ residenc~street of t1at university
City confronted me With: an advertisement of ltVestern land.
Entering a combined offiee and -living-room, I $ked the man-
'i I!,
-poor chap, he regardeo me i,at first as a likemy "prospect"
-for an, opportunity to ldemonstrate my abiliiY 8S a sales-.
man, and. was referred tb the downtown office~.i;.·· By the end
of the school term I was: on my way west to tle mountains,
west to new country! .~I)·
A journey into E~stern Wyoming, ,,~~. its great
splashes of yellow mesa and cool blue uplan.d~~ith its long
threads of sparse valley green, and Laramie P4k looming in
• . ,Jl~1
the grayness of the distant south sky, opened ulit! a new world.
The selling project comprised some. ten thou~and acres of
land to be ir.rigated from a storage reser.VOir. t~~....In under con-
struction. Trips ina mduntain-wagon to the f:eat.sconcrete
dam,thirty miles away, with La Prele Creek loaring down
"the ~anYQn below)t, became part of the p~ogrfm scheduled
for all parties of prospective buyers, because, ite were care-
ful to observe, the magnitude of the sp~ctacl~1helped us to
"sell,"~ though this,' by no means, completed ,!l~ts meaning.
Here was conquest-naitureat her wildest yielding her
power and fertility Jor :milleniums untouche I '. The w~rd
."reclamation" took on significance. .
'. With the following winter th~re arrived f. rther oppor-
tunity for explo,ration. Q) former college r09 -mate, who
. . • i}j
. ~ 'J~
, ."~'11. 7
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had~made a mod~t fortune in land in five years,· Jersu~ed
me to go with him tQ Western Dakota. That immeJse region
had bee~ isolated from the country to the east 4urin~ all
these years because Irailroads had not dared unde take Ithe,
exp.ense qf bridging the Missouri River..Now, wit incrfas- ... "
lng, by means of a ~lmSy structure of pllIng, was subJe to .~.
, periodical interrupt-fon, as floods, that poured d wn u on ,"
it from snow-caps far to the northwest, rendered it un afe
or swept it out enti~elY. The Rosebud Indian R serva ion
had been thrown opAn to, settlement but a ;sport ti e 'be re,
and the Pine Ridge1Reservation lay only fifty mi es to the
southwest across thk Whjte River. Celebrations lat w ich
the Redmen appearId in so-called war-dances, horse-r ces,
and other contests ,ere not urtusuaL 'From thes tl!e.. er-
formers would return to the reservations well 'I den ith
cases of groceries, ~olts of calico and divers othe sup lies
bestowed upon the~ in token of appreciation or' t eir
"show." I am not sUre w.hi~h were the more naivel -mi ded'
o! '
-the pe'rformers or [the sp-ectators. ,P
There was happening' in ~his country what d ap-
pened in Nebraska iand in Eastern South Dako a in the
ei",ties. Sons of hdmesteaders and later pioneers who had
se~n the fertile pratrie land~ of Iowa mounl to alue, of
hundreds of dollars ,!per acre settled in this new rea, er-
suaded that the same possibilities for. transform tion and
the same opportunities for accumulation existed h re in
, ~ f
the older state. Here again occasional patc~e~ of ~rn ~nd,
wheat and oats on the expanse of the praIrIes ~ad ally
thickened, until tod~y, within its climatic limit,tion , it
, has grown to resemDle the country to the. east and sou of
~ .
But upon a you~h enamored of mountains and altit des
. .
and their brilliant sunshine and ragged shadows, Da
prairies could lay oJ1.IY slender and temporary ho~d.
besides, the crest of the tide of immigration had p.asse
, ,I
• • I
I
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: the time being. During that same year 'my ,attention was
drawn to the region khown in 'the Northw ' t as the Big
Horn Basin. The lurepf this new country .'. d caught the
gethe.r we set our faces once more toward the Ii. est.
The Basin is an imrp.ense hollow; a hundr ,: miles across
and a hundred miles .long, lying east of t~l 'Yellowstone
National Park and almost I completely m'pntain-lockelt'.
.Because of its locatton~ it layoff the earl ~Ii! beaten trails
along the Missouri to the North and along e Platte, and
the Sweetwater to the south, but-it was faml.iar ground to
;men like Bri.dger, Da~id Jackson, .Provost, Ila.no the Sub-
i.ettes; CaptaIn Bonnev~le made a' Journey diwn the Horn
. , t··'and the Big Horn just one hundred years a .. ; and one of
the later great 'plainsmen, "Buffalo Bill" C9 i y, retired to
this region to spend his last days. Its surfac,tforms a great
rough table tilting from south to north, a~(I across it-
breaking through 'a fifteen-mile canyon, whet: Owl Creeks
meet Big Horns, and leaving through anothe~'1lcanyon;forty
miles long, 'with perpen<i.icular walls tWQ thoU~.lli'a.nd feet high,
where Big Horns' face Pryors-flows the Bit Horn River.
Numerous tributaries, some designated as crefks and others
very properly named rivers, flow rapidly dfe,wn from the
flanking mountains to ma.ke of this axial strea .•.. ' by the time
it has joined the Yellow~tone, a worthy mem er of the trio
of hea.d.water rivers forming th.e mighty Misst.rL There is
nothing' puny about· this land. Rocky 'hei,~hts towering
above the timber-line, gr.eat level distances. Pl~.. ' nging waters
-sometimes pouring limpidly over moun".in boulders,
sometimes in foaming flood, with grinding: asses"of ice
threatening momentari~y to ppe" up .and d~luge the sur-
rounding countrY,-forests and deserts, wi~ie~s sub-zero
cold and summer's burni.ng heat all combine tit issue to red-,
blooded manhood a pers~stent challenge. iii _
The little town of G- had ~prung up oLIy two years
before our oarrival,o.when the railroad went tlt ough toward
! '
. t
I:
.. '
\,
\
!
I
r"tl.~
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the south. It had, J,hen I ~rst saw it, a half-doz~n ame
store-buildings, two stone building8-;-~hree of tre ight
occupied by saloons-;-a church, a school, and a;. fer h uses
sitting about in the tall sage-brush of the bo m land,
where the town-site had been located: The dust in he~mainst~eet lay like yello~ flour six inches deep. It wa ai very
rough and very crude, but as I stepped outside he hotel
that first night into ~he crystal-clear' ,moonlight, ug t' the
odors of black sage lnd wood-smoke from supper re, and
felt the utter stillne s of the great spaces scarcel, to ched
by this little cluster of men and their abodes, it as easy,
also, to indulge in d eams. Here lay a town-to-b , a d on
the bluff yonder acr~ss the river lay a piece of gro nd .pur-
chased only that da~, summoning all that one mi ht count-
a~ his personal reso*rces: Later" one instinctivel I rned
to care for the littl~ town, i~ enterprises, its p op e, its
sprawling growth. li3ut one cared still m.0re for th t ' C\und c
'upon the bluff; it [became a sy'mb~l,' a very p rs nally
human mark upon thb desert.. .
" We began with lraw sagebrush land, but abo e it lay
a ridge of fresh eartjh that marked the end of a c na built
to carry water from ia point twenty miles to the st of us.
This was our reclam~tion project, and we set to w r' upon
it. We attacked it ~ladly, adventurou~ly,-and,of 0 rse, a
bit too simply. Ti~e slipped by, and ~en full yerr with
all their planning, orry and life-energy, went in () t. At
the end of that peri d this raw piece of ground, ha ecome
a well developed rach, with out-buildings, orcha ds fields
of alfalfa and grain~gardens and- truck patches n berry
patches, with cattle nd horses in the pasture and fl cks' of
chickens and water owl wandering about or spl ing in
the irrigation ditches. And out from the shade of I pop-
lar .trees and the c~olness of a luxuriant lawn Qdern
white-bodied, green-roofed bungalow looked valley
toward the point where the shimmering Bij' Horn k unto
itself the Grey Bull; after its course down the 10 g valley
I. ~. .
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that stretched away tO ithe 'southwest t9war1 the Wind RiverRange. . _ i,', ! '
, . . III . I
; I have known sonte of the way of life t1at great groups
of mankind have known from the dawn of . ·vilization, and,
. 1 .;.'
in so far, life has for me an ineradicable) richness. The
• I
pioneer casts a few troubled glances backi ard or ahead.
His position is analagous to that of the ~. ldier engaged;
the immediacy of th~ struggie precludes . ery ana long-
range speculation. ~e can' heartily subsc 1be to ,.the text:
"Sufficient unto the day the evil thereof." ,nd the genuine-
ness of his contributibn, he reckons, cann! well be ques-
tioned; responsibility' for future develod. ents and the
reduction of future' c~mplexities must fall!' others; upon
him I rests the primary responsibility as tQ t: e sufficiency of
foundations: And this is a peculiar recomp' nse-.-the satis-
, • ' i !> • 1:
faction of the founder~ I:
I . ~
: Today I watch w~th some concern the oups thateacb
year leave the school~ ana universities to~: ove on'toward .
their objectives. Th~ir problem is ·a di ;: rent one even
from mine, very different from that of' ~ father or my
, ' , !
grand~ather. An era :has come to a close. ,{ he eCQnomy o~
a country with great ireserves of open lan, for her young
men is essentiall3Z' ,unlike that of an older[: nation.' I talk
often with young men about to graduate fro' a certain Wes-
tern institution of hi~her learning. Therei's no conscious-
ness among them of n~w territory. waiting , be opened up;
these men know it i~ almost non-existen: inli the United
; I
.. States. They look in another direction-t". ard the East,
or toward the citi~s, or, if they are particulail..•. ly adventurous,
toward other countri~s. Vicariously theYI may share the
. . . . 1
experience of t,he pioneers of ,whose careers,'ilheyread; th.eY
will never know its r~al signJ:ficance. Bu,. after all, how'
much of its meaning~i~valid today? Constan·~my interpre-
tations of events revert to childhood and Y4uthful outlooks
I ~
. ~
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Which the contempclrary current of events mar~ als'e; I
must as constantly levise and reconstruct. Coupl d with
the accessibility of an open public domain therd ~ew in
America a fat-from-Iovely species of economic i,dlv:idpal-
ism. Its influence permeated every nook of the I~est, as
well' as the East, all.,d lent its weight ~oward a i. astrous
culmination. The I)assing qf an era is often not nmixed
with blessing." l1
* * * .
I
After ten years on the Wyoming ranch, my f
pleted his westward trek across the continent to
declining years where, as he put it, he might watc
go sailing out of the harbor, as he had seen the when a
boy on Chesapeake Eay. (One wonders if the pre e t popu-
lation of' California realize to what extent their rfmbers
today result from"the fact that to a generation n , .. nearly
gone theirs was not a vacation-land, but the Gol n Land
of the Farthest' West.) < The professional world a appar-
ently, at last, engulfed me, but I confess to an itch g desire
for ten acres 0$ gro¥nd awaiting its first cultivati (again,-
epitome!) I surmi~e that when my eleven-year- ~d grows
a bit older he will some day exPerience a,n urge tha ,at,tacked
in turn his great-great-grandfather, his great-gr ", dfather,
his grandfather, and his father-and he will try, perforce,
but vainly, to satisfy hiJnself with a fishing t i to the
mountains! '. I"
J
".
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, 1Jy SUSANNE MYERS ~
, ' , ,
To hear the Indians sing their ancient ritual,
The Green ~orn Dance, <'. 'I'
And, see Samt Bonaventura on hIS namenfl,day
Enshrined at Cocniti, , ' 11
We drove, early one morning In mid-Ju ,
Out of the quiet City of the Holy Faith. i!
Under.acacia t!ees, near the Ca~hedral,II.
The BIShop looked down from his pedestal of ..bronze, .
He who love<;! Saint Francis' 'j
And his coterie of saints. II
(mo was SaintJBonaventwa?- , .
One o~ Francis' early brotherhood, ri,'"I)
But beyond that, I couldn't say.) i,
I
, From the highway, we had mou~tains;II
Mountain,s, westward, soft in, marninf sunlight,
Opalescent; "i11
South, a wide-topped mountain, bulky, massive,
But gracious in outline; . If
~ittle separated cone-shaped hills ~
Here in the foreground 'Plain,' i:
In mountaIn-mouldIng. ~'
Or, were they"those 'little hills that ski :lped
", lil,
Like lambs, and sang for joy II
When the earth trembled tn the p!ese1ce of the Lord?,
A drift of smoke is rising there in th~ east. '
A mining-town is on that ridge; the s~oke.
Shows they are working again. I
The strike must 'be over at the ~oal-miI'es.
Strikes! The mirid of man i
l~,
I'
l',
!i
" -
IIL
)
I
I
. I,
I
l
i
I
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I
I
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Forcing its will in conflict
Upon th~ hand of his fellow:
To work one day, not to work another,
To starv.e, to lose, to win,-
Who wins?
Strange to see it in this vastness, here
Among these slow, age-long movements of natur
·And mountains.
·A sign-board.
(One in a hundred miles deserves ~ttention.)
"To the Turquoise Mi:g.es,"-I wish we could take at road;
Turquoise has a lovely sound of enchantment"
Pieces of sky-stuff, caught-in dark caverns of eart .
Sometime we'll t~ke that road.
Today, Saint Bonaventura, and Cochiti, ~
Turn us to the west.
.
·So then we came to La Bajada Hill;
Followed the curving gorge, lava-strewn,
Whose ragged cliffs burned red and ocher-yellpw.
Everywhere black lava,
Full of little stones. It gathered them ~
When it poured down this gorge
Out of the. monstrous crater, which, upheaving~
Made La Bajada Hill. ,.
I thought of the strikes over there in the coal-min
Mankind still in the dark volcanic age;
Lives tossed relentlessly like pebbles,
Wreckage of human beings.
At noon, the sky, a turquoise bowl inverted,
Pressed down the·heat upon the fissured land,
And oil the wide flat roofs and white-washe'd wall
..
Of the old adobe village, Cochiti.
.
We found a :refuge from the burning glare
In the little church which the Bishop
Set here to be a blessing to his Indians.
14
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Their faces are fervent, uplifted.
This is the burden of their words:-
"My s,ong reaches to the sky.
I send it winging upward
On eagle plumes.
The sky loves to hear me.
Let the clouds come,
And the good rain;
For the blessing of goo~ rain
We are praying.
Clouds are there, heavy on the mountains;
,Rain will come.
-Rain will pour down out of the clouds.
It will fall upon the growing corn.
It will st~eam over the earth,
This dusty earth we tread,.
,Hither comes .
The Rain, bringing ;fresh life,
Hither comes the Rain."
Even so, walking with Saint Francis,
In summers long ago, they sang the canticle 1
Of Rain. :
"Praised be my Lord';
For our Sister Water,
Who is very serviceable unto us,, ,
And humble and pr~cious and clean."
How long before, too, a shepherd sang,
On arid hillsides:-,
',Thou visitest the earth and waterest it.
Thou waterest her furrows; Thou sendes't'
The Rain into the little valleys.
They shall stand so thick with corn
That they shall laugh and. sing.
They shout for joy
They also sing."
.. I
I'"
. t
I
I
~
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Understanding, Relativtity
, • I' \ I·By F. M. DE~TON II ~I'
•. I!
T HE ODD notion so long held ~Y jturnalists that only 1'"'. twelve people in the world. W1~eJ;"stand Einstein's Ii
theory ~of Relativity has recently been thallenged/ and the I,
suggestion has been made that instead II of a mere dozen in [J
the 'Yhole world the number' ofo pet> ,e'~ho actually do I··
understand Einstein's Theory is many!, undreds, while the !
number mentally' capable of understan tng it is over a mili I
lion in,America alone. I i
There must 'be something queer, ~.:bout a' question so .i
idifficult to answer.' I propose, there Ipre, to diseuss the 1_
meaning of the expression, "Understa~<wng Relativity." .. I.
Does anyone unqerstand anythl~~? A small chIld \',
understands the word "apple." , A sc~oolboy understands I '
that two and two'make four. A phYSi~i~t understands Pois- ~ I
son's equation: "Nabla ;squared V equa~~ nought."
On the. ()~her hand "no sm~ll Iii child understands
"remorse"; no schoolboy understands ,Poisson's equation,
. .
and no physi<;ist understands the ele~tr In.
After he has lived a few years l:he .chil9 will have
learned the meanin'g of remorse, the 1 choolboy- will have
- j
learned the meaning of Nabla, and - _ay we not hOI1e?-
the physicist will have· learned ~Il abou I, the electron.
Are the~e any things so inscrutabl ,f that not even time
a.nd experiepce Will.. ever disclos~ .thel~eaning? I think
that Death is one. And rather to my ~Iwn surprise I have
come to think that' Einstein's Theory is ~rother.
The examples given may carry the ~lue to "understand-
ing." The child und~rstands "apple'" bicause. it is famil1.ar
with apples. The boy understands "~wo and. two make
.1
1. See the article "One chance in a hundred to understand Einstein," by J. B.
Nichols in the Scientific American." Feb., 1934. ~
' l
ij
Ii
:#Ii
II·
1
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Ii
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theories
the first
i It is the
modern
four" because he is :/a~iliar with cases in which Ihe state-
ment holds, and ha~ not been made aware of an in which
it does not hold. \he physicist understands Pois n's equa- _
tion because it sums up his notion of a region in ' .ch there
is no field (no electric charge or no matter) ~. e under-
stands it because he's familiar with charge and w.. h matter.
The physicist of today fails to unq.erstand t ~ electron
because his familialtity with it is incomplete-l .living him
unable to predict its future behavior. i
The clue thus suggested to the meat:ling of flU ~erstand­
ing" is this, that to IJmderstand a thing means to efamiliar
withit.. . I. ' .
. Einstein's Theqry is new; it is familiar ont to those
few people who nav~ give~ it much thought; henc,. Iif under-
standing consist in famhiarity it follows that instein's
Theory is understoo«l today by but few. \
This leaves the: theory on ~ par with all t theories
of physical science. ' Will it, like them, be "unde tood'~ in
due course by all good students? I' think not. b
There is a grea;t difference between ordina.
and Einstein's Theory o~, Relativity, for this i
theory formulated in the spirit of modern science
first theory that has set out to be ."true" in t
scientific sense. .
The slogan of the olper praimatists was, fIt truth is
that which works." It left unanswered the qu ion who
, ~ ,
should be the judge of the working. Modern sCi ~e says,
"The,truth is that which works to the sa~sfactiof of every
conceivable' observer," an observer being an telligent
recorder equipped "\Vith properly calibrated inst ments-
. .
namely, a clock and a scale, and differing from ot l' observ-'
ers only by his position and motion with regard to hem.
In accepting the notion that there are "in. ed such
observers and that. there is. a. uni.que external" rorld of
events to be observed, Einstein has shown that ither we
must give up trying' to talk sense at all or we m ,st accept
. [.'
I ~
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the we.ird n~tions .that an ~rrow ge~ ~hIrter whe~ it t;avels
and that a \vatch goes more slowly, wli~n tied ti-a moving
arrow. , The proof,., of these things is u~r.,'erstandable by any' "
student. Their root lies first in the far of experience that
::~~~:=~::~e a~~n:m~ i~~~:~:i" :~n~~~s~:c:~~~ _1'.1'"arrangement"-~dnce, after all, wheE we measure such if
"derived" quantitIes as force, velocity, ftass and energy, all Ii
that realty we .observe ~re ~pac~ intervtls betwe~n pointers
and zero marks at certain time Interval, from a time, zer~
'and, second, that ~ur only means of ob~~rving~ventssepar-
ated in space or in time is "radiatiodr' (of which visible
light is the most familiar for,m) , the s~~d of which is con-
, stant, namely, the well-known speed ofl~light I '
The constan~y of light's speed (th~co;;jon SYmbol for
which is "c") is' regarded, usually, as ~p exferimental fact.
mtimately, however, it is mere truism,l;since the relativist's
"clock" is a yard-stick and his unit of d e is the time taken
for light to trave~se that stick. Altern itively the constancy
of "c" may be regarded as a dogma. A such it is compara-
ble in importance: with the dogma onw ich the whole scien-
tific method is based, namely, that the I it of thing that has
happened before lis likely to happen aiain. The virtue of !'
both, these d"O,gm,as is that, on the aver~ge, their predictions
have come tr.~ , ' . '. 'I~ - 1 , '
Any intelligent mind can follow t~e reasoning, leading
to the Lorentz Transformation" by I. hich Einstein has
, ~
shown that, if we :accept th~s dogma; w: Imust be prepar;d to,
.find that our "unchangeable" old frl !Dds, lengths, times,'
masses, forces, and energy are thing whose magnitudes
depend on the m~tion of the observer. I.He must accept theI, .
. notion that these things are "scientifical y" unreal.
Having acce~ted the <J0nstancy If "c," and having
followed the simp~e reasoning'leading ti the Lorentz Trans-
formation, we find, in the further devel&pment of Einstein's '
Theory, nothing but pure mathem,atics.ll.. .
II
II
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Thus the conclusion seems warranted that any thou-
sands of minds are capable of "unq,erstanding' i Einstein.
The matter, however, is not so easily s . led. To
understand a thing should mean more than t accept a
!undamental assumption and then to follow the ,athemati:
cal reasoning based upon it. Understanding ¢mands a
"physical conceptioh" of the fundamental assu ,i tion. A
physical conception is a mental picture. And,' brefly, I'am
of the opinion that the only sort of picture my ~wn mind
can form-relevant to "physical events"-eis' . e which
uses as "means o~ conception," Newtonian th:ee-dimen-
sional space and unIformly flo~ing time." It is a picture in
which the notion that space and time can have a .Y.thing in
common or be, in any sense, interchangeable is fobviously
absurd." It is a piqture in which each "instant f time" is
the same instant tHroughout all space." It is a icture in
which the time interval and the space interval 'se' arating a
given :pair of eventS are definite and unambiguo . It is a
,picture in which the, notion that the velocity of a' ven beam
of light can be the same to all observers howev~r: hese'may
. be moving relatively to' the' light source' is '<obviously
absurd." It is a picture in which, far from bein accepted
or "understood," Eihstein's Theory is absurd. . .
Let any intelli~nt mi~d loo~ int<!;his own.~ntal pi~
ture of physical events and try to fit into it, for in tance, the
notion that when I ~ou.nt at 2 m. p. h. the steps 0 an esca:
lator moving at 3 ml p. h. my resultant speed is n t 5 m. p.'
h. but is less. The ~otion wiU .not fit in pecause,' i I t:qat pic-
.ture, it' is absurd. i .
Nevertheless, the picture or mental conceptio', which a
man must have who "really understands" Relati I ity must
make it both true a~d necessary that, in the case' bf veloci-
ties, three plus two are less thap five. . .
The conclusion ~o which I am driven is tha I no man,
not even Einstein, ~oes or ever can "really un erstand"
Relativity. I ,
20
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after t~at it may pe studied without impatienc although
without understanding, and its usefulness as ell as its
beauty will bfi disclosed.
The question 'of "understanding Relativity' may be
I :
summarized thus::
• (1) If to understand Rela~ivity means ~no mot than to
accept its fundamental dogma of the com tancy of
light's velocity a~d then to follow iIitelligentl the con-
sequences which may ~be deduced mathematl ally from
the dogma, then there are in the world manjr hundreds
'; of minds which do ubderstand the theory! nd mal,ly
millions capable of understanding it.
(2) If to understand Relativity means to be fa. ·liar with
the theory's claims and with its more impor ~t practi..
cal implications, then there are perhaps a ew dozen ·
minds which understand it. . J
(3) If to understand Relativity means to hay a clear
"physical conception" of its meaning, then i 0 human
mind understands or ever will understand i
"
Should these suggestions seem to disparage:
by "debunking" its "understandability" we must: emember
that, by similar r9asoning, the "real understand~jlity" of
all the physical sci~nces can be debunked. .k .
The mind hasl failed to invent any physicalc nception
or picture in whicn the behavior of light appear~r asonable.
Hence if we accept the latest notions by which all it e pheno-
mena of the physical world are phel}omena of ll'a iation-
material particles and electrical ~~~artes· being ST) ial cases
of fields of radiatibn-we are dnven to the depr~ ing con-
clusion that even th~se phenomena (such, for i~ nce, as
a game of billiards) of"which the mind seems 1h have the
I ,
clearest possible 9onception and understandi~g~ re clear
and understandab~e only because the conceptions we~ha\Te -
.formed are shallo~ and "incomplete. Newtonian[ echanics
" !
IJ
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is clear and underst~ndable; yet it finds ~o place for radia-'
tion and radiation is its essential subject :matter.
The modern science of psychology seems to have
rea~hed the position which,physical s~ience held thirty
years ago. In the' form of "behaviori~m" it has become
I
clear and understandable only because it ~xcludes the essen- .
tial subject matter of psychology, namely, man's psyche.'
Some psychologists try to side-step the [difficulty i>t deny:
ing that there is any psyche. N0 ·physici~t has yet ventured
to deny that there is any radiation. Ps~chology's Einstein
f,
has not yet come. Whim he comes--if we may follow the
analogy of physical science-he will makd it intensely inter-
esting and give it beauty and a new 'usefuJness, while reliev-
I
ing it of every vestige of "real understandability."
. ,
, .' ~ I
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Immortality
By MAX KAUFMAN
A pebble lYing on.the beach
Has a pla~etary reach;
Each thought begotten in a brain
r'_9osmic limits shall attain.
-.-.....~~ i .
- Dreams, although unrealized,
~ In men are mirrored undisguised;
Radiating ;near and far .
They link \each soul with earth and star~ .
A fist that's clenched, a tear that's shed,
Will throughout the: cosmos spread
And make its mark on destiny.
From which not a speck is free.
[280 ]
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Tales of Isleta.'
(Second Series)
By MARIE HAMILT()N' BROWN
Introduction
T HE FORERUNNER of these tales, a group of Isleta-- sketches, appeared in the February, 1933, issu~ oi THE
i> •
NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY. In the preface then I intimated
" the complete duality of Indian life, presenting only the
exterior or semi-civil veneers beneath the surfac~ of which
the white man has but glimpsed. He, usually incited by his -
more psychic instincts, becomes intrigued by religious cere-
. monials, dances and' witchcraft, the significance of which
he has little concepti~n. In this, he overlooks the more
human contacts, for should he remain simply ana stay
_quite still among these people, hi& life might be enriched by
J gifts from the temple of cbmmonplace things. Now and
~,then' the Indian unconsciously· bares his soul. These
:' moments' are rare but worthwhile waiting for. They often 11
:come when least expected. T~ue it is that there are nights
_that are dark in the pueblo, when one hears the long-drawn
howl of a wolf, the hooting of an owl. Nights when hearts
and drums beat· and the earth throbs back the meaning of ,-
Iprimitive and mysterious rites; when for the intake of a
breath are revealed those half-remembered things. Theil'
only is the white man drawn close ~ow the ceremonial life of
his 1ndian brother--so~e indeeQ~that\the recounting of
such moments would seem a betrayal. . Hence, the tales here -
portrayed offer you the less intricate steps in the dance of
.pueblo life, in them a little of the laughter, tragedy and love
that go to create the strange' psychology of the stolid "First
American."
-,
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THE HOUND
A lean brown dog came to my door. Her leye were
.1
bloodshot and her ribs were bare. It was the ~all f the
year and quite cold and as I regarded her I knew ~at t this
time -the scavengers of the village were manya~d ~ctuaJ.s
rare. She scratched impatiently on the screen a~ I ~~ceded
kitchenward. As quickly' as I could I fQund a par, a bottle
of milk and some scraps of meat ,and bread. A~ I ened
the door she pounced upon me and demolished the f re at
a gulp. I left her there licking the pan and weht ithin.
• I
, Soon there was more scratching and barkinf. I went
again to her. She pawed Ine, barked, and ran ~ litt dis-
tance; then would return and look at me imploringly. I felt
she wished me to follow her. She- would run a Iitt~wand
~hen w.atch to see if I were coming.. We follow d ~ lit}'le
beaten path that led down to my studIO. Back 0 thIS pro-
tected by an old tree, is an adobe chicken COop fim hich
iss~ed ~ou~s of lively contest. The do~ did not ente , but
waIted untIl I came and looked at me as much s t say,
"Here they are. All these little ones who' hav bee my
responsibility.. Madam I give them all to you!" I .
I peered throug~ the opening of the coop and JIiscoyered
a seething mass of dog progeny. Round, fat, little YEung-
sters they were, their newly-opened eyes strainiJ~ to ard
theJight. I counted ten of them. Mercy! Wha:tl a fa ily! .
My first thoughts were confusedly visualizing SOle pI Ice to
put them.
When my maid arrived we took them three Iat a time
and housed them in a storeroom. Blanketed and fed, they
were comfortable there, but 'Yhat in the world is I 0 do .
with ten pups. $' -
No sooner, had I entered my new role of cu~todi n to
eleven unwanted hounds than a family of Indiars ar ived
en masse and seated themselves in my casa for a fomal
call which I afterwards discovered to b; most pr Iimi ary.
They spoke in precise English. . i
I
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"You like it here?"
;'Yes, I like it very much."
"It is a good ,day." i'
"Yes, the weather has' been fine," I answered.
After having divulged to them many intimate matters
. .
about the house, the fields, the cattle, .etc., they rose quickly.
"VI{e go now," they said.
"Very well,". I answered. "Perhaps you will co~e again
sometime."
"Yes, we~win come. You have a dog?" '"
..
"There is a brown dog here. ' It was hungry. I fed it
. and it stays."
"It has some small dogs, no?"
"Yes, it has a family of ten pups."
"Ten pups! -My, that is many!"
The children' stood by durin~ this interchange of dog-'
lore, their attention focused eageldy on the"<loor of the coop'
where mother and pups were housed. They talked and
laughed in whispers as though there might have been inti-
mate and important things to say. T*hen,as.though having
detained me a mite too long, the parents gathered their little
flock, thanked me for a nice time and departed, intimating
as before, that they would come again.
Since I was comparatively a stranger in the pueblo,
I was a little puzzled by their frienillY overtur~nd waited
patiently as one must with Indian~to manifest,
in some way, the object of their visit.
Three or four days elapsed when they called agaih...
.This was obviously a less forma,!. call and the atmosphere
seemed charged with suppressed vibrations of Indian excite-
. t
ment.
"You see we come again,"" said the father and spokes-
I man for the group.
'~That is fine," said I. "Won't you come inside?"
They looked at one another in a significant way, the
children edging politely toward the dog house. The parents
27
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'evaded my question' politely. "You see," spo~ the man.
"My wife she talk with me about the dogs and ~e thi ou~
dog is the father of the pups and that mebbe YOP sav
h~~!' i
" I,
, There being a sort of finality about the requts~, I rom-
ised and my friends departed happily. Within a reek n less
than six families paid formal calls, some of 'fhom
again, all departing with the same statement alnd re
"We think our dog must be the father of the pup~"and
you save u~ a he-dog." ; ~
When all ,the he-dogs· had been distribut¢d an the
• I
unfortunat~ little she-dogs had gone the way pf rno t of·
their kind, the mother sniffed awhile among Ithe .e pty
blankets, ran from the coop and ,around the hQu~e ju ping
and barking ·as with much delight at having' rid hers If of
• I •
these helpless domestic restrictions. I
In the evening as I lay on a day-bed readihg an my
newly acquired comI?anion lazed nonchalantly b* the s ove,
we looked at each other and knew perfect und~rstan ing.
"Take it from me," said she, in dog language, "cJ1iIdre ar~
all very well in their' way, but when it comes tol a fre .life
and personal comfort, well-" i
,
One fall evening my maid and I were sitting Iby an' pen
fire, the dog curled up lazily betwee:p us on the hfarth." The
wind was blowing a gale and we~were glad tol be wi hin.
Suddenly I saw what I thought I recog11ized as ani expre sion
of fear transfigure the face of my companion. She se med
u~able to speak. Presently she murmured, "Look, look
at the window!" . I .
By this time the hound had sprung from ~~r res ing-!
place and was barking furiously. .
I took a deep breath, turned and beheld the mos~ ero-
cious looking face pressed tightly against the pa1e. 1:'1 ~as,
~ I'
• !
I
iII
'1
I
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I knew, unmistakably that of an Indian but the maid seemed
unable, to recognize him. .
While we were debating there came a loud pounding on
the door.
"Don't let him in," walled Maria.
"But we must see what he wants," I said, feeling '-
equally as frightened as she.
We opened the door cautiously to be thrown backwa~d
by the sudden impact of a huge figure forcibly entering our
casa.
He made no sign of greeting. He gazed silently around
the room most inexpensively furnished but gay with a few
oriental gew-gaws which I cherished.
"Mebbe you\too rich," he said. ' 1
We both were sile~t, having visions of, being ~obbed.
He walked to the fire and comp(js~d himself in the most
, comfortable chair.
"Yes," he mused, "mebbe you too rich-you not want to
help me."
"Perhaps," I said, in a voice quite unlike my own, "I
can do something for you."
"You have <1.ar?" he asked~
"No, I have no car."
"Then you no can help me." ;..<' i'
"If you. tell me what you want and it is important
maybe I can tell you where you might get a car.'" .J
, I
He seemed pleased.!
"My son," he said, "he go tomorrow ~o Pajarito to
work. His car no go. Son must go to get i!job. He poor
man-must have money-he have wife and children."
I gave him the address' of a friend who~ I knew would
be going near'Pajarito in the morping. '114 ,
The Indian was delighted. He settledJj himself more
comfortably that he might indu~ge in a long c~at. Our fears
slightlY,thawed, Marie and I moved closer. II
"You Isletan?" I asked.' I
Ij'
~I"
i
I
I~!~
Ij
II'
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"Yes, me Isletan. I live Santa Fe. I work ishops. I
have good job." 'I
. "What you do there?" I ventured. ;.'
"Two years back blacksmith shop have one bl cksmllth.
We have two assistants. Blacksmith he earn pleny:mon~y.
I was assistant. I'get small pay. The other assistant he
I
always quarrel with the blacksmith. I no quarrel. I w rk
hard and learn. All the tilne for two years these two qu r- -
reI. Then they fight with bars. One day assistan~ get ad
at blacksmith and hit him in head with bar and kill hi ."
We waited breathlessly while our' guest pa~ticipa ed
rU~hlesslY in vivid illustrations of the gory deedt As is
gestures slackened we gasped, "You watched it ~l? w
terrible I" !
"Terribl~1" reiterated the recounter of tale' in s r-
prise. "No sir. It was good, very good. All t e tim I
watch I am glad. The ~lacksmithhe was "dead. e ~ss st-
ant he go to jail-" Here he paused thrusting orth· is ·
head in order to give ballast to his last statemept, "T at
make me blacksmith I" I
JUANITA AND VICENTE
She who worked for me during the winter m nths, 01-
lowed slowly the wagon trail that led across the mesa fr m
I
her house to mine. From my aoor I watched her ~ome, he
familiar red shawl flowing gently behind her in the w' d.
At .the little briBge that spanned the ditch she. stotPed, nd
waIted the approach of a youth on horseback. H spok a
few words. She accepted something from his han , and asO
he turned abruptly and W3S gone, she proceeded, stln sIp ly,
on her way. . In \the distance I noticed that her head as
bent intently over the contents of the package whi~h as ,he
neared the hous.e she ceased reading and slippedI into
pocket. Usually she came smiling to her work but today
greeting was brief and she appeared quite angry. Si
I
I
I ...
i
I
r
i
~ I
I
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:ere seemed to be no reasoIi I ignored tSl~od ~~d little
was said until we had eaten supper and wer~ sitting alone:,
in the living room when I asked, "You had a gpod afternoon,
Juanita?" II'
She brightened visibly. . If·' .
"Yes Ma'am, we strung chilies and btincijedcorn." .
"It was cold this afternon.You found i~ 'cold crossing
I!
the mesa?" I edged craftily. i1
"Yes Ma'am. ~You know there is'some1lJhing I do not
wish to tell my mother. She is very strict." ·11 .
, "Yes?" I queried. ' II .
"Maybe yo~ will read this,"sa'id she, pre~ing a slightly ,
crumpled envelope into my hand. -'< IIi c -
"You wish me to read this,.Juanita?" If
"Please ,Ma'am. Maybe you will laugj;:' I am very
angry." '. ii
" j
I opened the letter and read as follows ~
. Isleta, !April, '33
Dear Juanita: ' II
Every day I see you go to the store. ~I I am glad
because -you: go to the store ev.ery daY'~,f,....fIt is nicegoing to the stol,"e. I hope you are heal· y. I am
healthy all of tHe time. I have some ttle now.'
They are nice and"' healthy' too..We a i~all very
healthy. I hope you li~e me. You r~me*be~ me in
school, no? I am anxIOUs to'know If y~.u lIke me.
I like you.' I like you' a long time n MT', .maybe
. four months. I send this massive to tell you that I
like you. I have made some Indian jew lry. It is
very fine jewelry., There is much turquoise. If
you like me please answer this massiveJfand I will
wait for you some night when you go the store.
If it's alright. I close this massive !' ith fond
regards, dear. Maybe you don't mind,l:no? And:
now I am, , r
~.
Your aif. admirer' !
V II ', I.·ENTE.
P. S. E?C~use it pl~ase rhere' I havelal~ you dear.
Maybe It s too SOOD, no..: .1'. v.
, j','
. ,
, i
,
i'
,;r!~IIi
....
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As I read, Juanita sat watching me closelY.l Wh n I
had finished I gave her the letter; "Juanita," I s,id, "~ ow
t~e letter to your mother. I think she might enjqy rea ing
't\ " , I
I r '\ "She will think he is a fooL" I
, I "I do not think.you like him Juanita·?" I
"Like him? He has much nerve and is cross-~yed." .
"You will ans"ter his letter then?" 1 I
She laughed slyly: "Sure I will answer. T'cen , he
likes the dances. Tcf>morrow night I go to the danc - wit, my
. girl friend's brothe~!" .
, .
. ,,. .
.; . I
: 'THE DEVOTEE
i
I ,
There came (jn~e to the pueblo, of Isleta a miagni dent
French padre. I say magnificent for he wore a lpng hite
beard that reached tar'below his waist. It was w~~ed and
combed and shimm~red in the sun and when the wind 'lew,
it spread fan-wise! ~cross his chest, a startlin~ con !ast
against his flQwing, Iblack robes. I,
There is yet mpch controversy1n regard to ~he lep.gth.
of that beard and it is said that one of the Padre's most turi-
ous parishioners s~cceeded, while taking ,commlunio , in
measuring its length; however, I cann~t vouchsafel the uth
I i
of this, but the people of Isleta who recall him s~Y it was
at least two feet frqm the chin.. I
N(j)w the Padre had been much beloved by IPeoP e of
other parishes and!many of these devotees, knofing how
little remuneration ~e received at the Indian Ch~rch, sent
him many cheques-+for ~he children of his paris~, ,yes .but
not to the exclusion~ofhis own needs. :
There was one woman, a widow, very poorl, w "so
loved the Father th t she followed him from par~h to par-
ish and where he w,s there she would be also. TheP dre,
a wise observer, m¥e no. comment. She came ~lw.a s to
church and gave h~r dole generously-.too generpusl for
i
!
,
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--.- h
- t.' Jl!her meagre purse. On~ daYl as he was leav~lng the church,
he was met by the wo~an. II: '
She said, "Father I have come to pray, 'tit first, if you.;
will grant it, I would consider it a great favt if you would
allow me to kiS.S YOllr beard. I will give to Jhe church five
dollars, which I have saved, for ,~he priviI~~f."· ."
The Padre was much surprIsed but Ili ! medIately ex-
tended his 'beard to the lips of the kn1eling woman.
'.'Madam," he said bowing. "I accord you tHe privilege you
desire." . . I '. Ji
After the ceremony ~as over, the woma :: rbse with dig-
nity and entered the church. ~II
As he thought of the pious, shabby figur I I the Padre felt
he would have liked to return the money, butre could not d?
, this since the deed, enacted within the portall ~f the church,
had become consecrated. , . _ t .~ .
. Looking after her, the five dollar bill ~}l. hIS hand, .he
'mused thoughtfully, "If for. my needs, the' .what a pity-;.
>; tr.:.....l.
if for the church; what dear, courageous ,~.,.innocents such
women are!" , '", .
, <"OF HORSE~ 1,
r '
The horses of the Indians are my frienJ', s. ·It is never
lonely here even though I live a long way om my neigh-
bors. The community pasture lies but a ~lf mile to the
south- of me. In the summer months. the h, ses are driven
, ,
to this pasture ~nd eri¢losed there since in to' e fields around
are growing things wnich must not be tram fJ: led.
Now the harvesti~g is over and the co~, -and the-chili
gathered in for the winter. The horses ai'~ u-ee to· roam
wheresoever they ma!y choose.· I see thm -coming and
going all day. I. hear them too at nightJ. They ~seem to
tread softly knowIng tpat I would sleep. ;Th .y come through
!
my yard on the way to the fields and when .. ey see me they
seem to nod in a fri~ndly way as humansl do who under-
stand silence and do z;lot speak. r
.' ~,it
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I
. Living o~"the .esert and near the Indians, one bl.omlls "
used to lo.ng sIlenc,. There seems more complete ha'{.;ony
in thoughts that re~ain unspoken, since they, uninter upted
by ceaseless voices that 'so ruthlessly shatter a mood, iilgle
slowly with the Universe and are woven into dream The
horses are part of the silence, part of the land, and art of
I ~
the dreams! i
I
THE PLASTERER
In a gesture most loving she will caress the wall Her
hands, like small b~..own blrds, flutter noiselessly a.. ga1i'st the .
sky, then nestle ba¢k into the pliant clay. .", "
Tenderly she, packs the s6ft, white mounds 0 earth
against the wall and smoothes them over the surface· long,
slow, circular movelments. " '
She is eighty yiears of age and very like a gnom whose
myriad wrinkles may have been acquired by much I ghter
rather than her ye~rs.
Her day is fud, and when she leaves for the' ni t, the
laughter, more poi~ant part of her, remains.
There is a poem in her heart for the wall; in h raged
, I
eyes a' note Of laughter to catch the sunlight and _w, it
close. i, -
Down, down ~nto the clay she wo~ks and' nu> Ids it..
__When finished, the ~all is very, very white, made aU ,of sun-
light and laughter a.nd loving, eager hands.
Always against the spiritual whiteness of the wall I
shall see her hands, two tiny dark-winged birds flu ring.
\ .
"
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. The Fireplace !I.
. By S. OMAR BARKER ~
There is no throttled routine in these flames; II
No measured metal guage upon their tijroat;
At will they dance-or die- and ruggedly II
Smoke blue, and smell of pine as up they ~oat.
. I "
Untamed here in a maw of rough-hewn stoni,
This naked. blaze transcends mere housihold heating:
It is a symbol of ancestral dawn, I~ )
Akin to fi t drums in the-Jungle beating'l<
.. i It l
F.irst dru~s,' first d,rea~.,:.s, . l'ststories ~d! 1,:perhap8
Man's first soul ghJIlmers out of prImal ,~e
Knew firelight at thei~ borning, firelight red,ll .
Unmasked ... So burns tonight our' firTlace blaze.
!' If
The hot logs tumble, c~ackle, smoke and' flate
Against the stone.. So' ~umbles time. If
So through the tangy, ruddled smoke, forgotiten
, Firstlings smolder, into tribal rhyme. II
: If .
. . ,11
It .,
Our easy chairs ... our four-square walls ..lf~Against
Gray cliffs red firelight glows, and sha~ men
Chip arrows by its 'light ... Secure we carve.
Dream arrows noliv, as they carved sto~ '\mes tllen.
: . [ .
I
II
Ij 1,
11'1fl 'i.
II
Ii
If .I!~H .if.~.)
l~
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The First Christian Martyr of the South
B~ MIGUEL H. TRUJILLO
SOME MOST int~r~sting and mysterious traditio s' havebeen built up ~ound the martyrdom of Fath r Juan
Francisco Padilla. ~early. every Indian at IsI.eta:h s more
or less some know~edge through tradition about Father
Padilla. i
The statement that a coffin containing the cor se' of a
long departed person rose to the surface of the grau d from
its grave is cause eriough for anyone to become in~ isitive;
but when hundredsf affirm, through· traditipn, ..tha it is. a
fact, the subject be¢omes tremendously fascinatiIllg
• , >
Historical datal, referring to Father Juan F ancisco
Padilla, is very li~ited and' the authors conflict n many
poi'1lts; however, wtthout any pretense of knowing the cer-
tainty of the state~ents and traditions, I will reI te them
again as some of tpem have been told hundreds f times
before.
Father Juan Francisco Padilla was a native
lucia. The first we hear of him is when he was the .
I
of the Convento of Tulancinco, a short distance no' . heast of
the city of Mexico, east of Pachuca, in the presen
Hidalgo. That convent was one of the earliest fb
I
Mexico and Father Padilla was its first guardi . This
I
places his arrival in the New World between 1525 i nd 1535.
Then from Tulancin~ohe was transferred as guar~'a~of the
convent of Tzapotlan in the state of Jalisco, south f Guada-
,. I
lajara. He remained at Tzapotlan till the yea~ when in
company with the ,celebrated Marcos De Niza, he j ined the
expedition of Coronado. ; ~
[ 292]
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Several historians 1 relate that Fath~r Padilla accOm-
panied Coronado on his famous expeditiJn in to the gr~at
Am~ricanSo.uthwest, and that ~etr.avele~l~iththe· ~~plorer
uJl~Il the sprIng of 1.542, at WhICh bme C1.·.~(madOdecided to
.return to. Mexico. On that occasion helli made known his
desire to remain among the Indians to tea~.jh_them the Chris-
tian faith. Coronado's expedition left for Mexico, while
Father Padilla ~6und his w~~ 'back to thel;'Quiviran~,2whom
he had met before. .The origIhal home ofl~these IndIans was
in that portion of the country which is Ilnow the 1;outhern
part of"Kansas. While there he decidedl~to car-ry the mes-
sage of the Christian faith to the bitter a~d traditional ene-
mies of the Quivirans.a -. II .
It was on that expedition th~t the 'ealous Franciscan
met his death.4 Conflicting theories rna e it impossible to
'name the exact location where he, met hi death and where
he was buri~d. One version tell& that af rr the Indians had
killed ·him they piled stones upon him af9 left him on the
plains. Another version indicates that t~ lay brothers who
accompanied the priest were permitted t~lbury the ~ody and
then ~ere forc~d to leave the country... 'JhY ~athe~Padilla
was kIlled and how the supposed remaIn, of hIS body found
their. way to Isleta is a matter of conje~tuBe. A tradition
tells that some Indians, remembering Fa~her Padilla's fond-
ness for Isleta, brough~t'his body to the Ilvillage so that his
spirit would not haunt them and the place- where he ~as
I"
1. Bandelier, A. F. ,"Papers of the SCQooI of A~rican Archaeology," 1910.
No. 13. p. 6. ." if
Castaneda. Translation of the NarratiVe, by i. w. ~OWEll. Fourteenth Annual
Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1893. part I, p. 400.:1
Twitchell, R. E. "Leading Facts of New Mexico Histibry," 1917. Vol. I, p. 238.
2. Castaneda in his narrative. of the e~pedition Of~. Coronado Iltates that the
Quivirans were first encountered on the gr~at plains. :IHe indicated that Father
Padilla was left with other companions at Tiquex, which wps an Indian village on the
west bank of the Rio Grande, OPposite the present town ol Bernalillo.
8. The Indians were called by Castaneda, "GaUB:" h is likely that they were
the KaWB. ::'
4. No historian has attempted to indieate the.,e:lqtct location where Father
Padilla met his death. An Indian tradition tells that s~~~ Indians, brought his bod)'
to Isleta. . t
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killed. Another version declares that several yea s later a
party of Franciscan Fathers went into the PJains and
brought his body back to Isleta. Still another tradttion
declared by Spanish-Americans is that Father P dilla was
never buried in Isleta and that the body suppo Ied to be
that of Father Padilla is that~ another priest, .urdered
by Indians, and brought to Isfuta for buriaI.Be s it may,
the traditions of the Indians declare" that the r mains in
question are those of Father Francisco Padilla and no other.
Their traditions .go furth'er; ~hat every twenty ears the
coffin containing the remains of Father Padilla orks its,
way to the surface of the floor of the church in the r village,
and ~hat the miracle has happened five times withi· "the last
hundred years.
Because of the many tr~aditions concerning t' strange
phenomenon, the church conducted a careful inv tigation.
It must be understood that the church is .very areful in
accepting any happening that people declare a fac unless'it
makes an extensive and complete investigation.6 Accord-·
ingly on the 25th of April, 1895, such an investig tion was
conducted by. a committee of Catholic clergyme and Dr.
W. R. Tipton. However, no definite and ·conclus ve state-
ment was made by the committee except for the a tual con-
dition in which the supposed remains of FathPadilla
were found. No attempt was made by them to e p)'ain the
causes of the rising of the coffin.
The committee found the body in the exac lOcation
tradition had pointed out; they found the rem I ins in a
hollowed out cottonwood cqffin, close to the surf ce of the
ground. The body was found in a mummified ondition. '
. .
The meilsurements of the corpse were given a . follows:
length, five feet; a portion of one leg missing; me surement
I
of the coffin, length, six feet seven inches; and e depth,
5. The report of-the committee t"at conducted the investigation written by
Rev. M. A. Rivera. The original manuscript was, perhaps, placed in t coffin when
the body was buried after the investigation' was completed. A' copy 0 the original
report is at the Isleta Mission. (The report is written in Spanish.) I .
. I
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~ixteen inches. The body was covered by a small pqrtion of
a habit of the Franciscan order. That garment was in a
good state of preservation.
After' further examination the committee wrote the
description of the condition in which the body was found.·
They placed their description and .other notes in a metal,
box and put it in the coffin. The body was then buried in the
l
same coffin and on the same site where it was found, at the
depth of one foot.
• if
Some interesting testimonies were given by some In-
dians to the committee at that time regarding the supposed
remains of Father Juan Francisco Padilla.
Diego Abeita, who appeared to be ninety years of age,Y
stated that he was the sacristan of th~ parish church for
sixty-four years~ 'According to his testimony, near the
period when the Indians drove'out the' Spanish Mission-
aries, and when Father Sanchez .was the parish priest, and
when Diego was yet a boy, he ~eard that the body of Father
Padilla appeared in the church. Diegp .said that a wake
was held for Father Pad.illa, as his body'remained one night
on the surface before it was buried a~ain~ Five priests
were at the wake, one of whom was F~ther Sanchez. The
, body was buried the next day at an ordinary depth (six to
seven feet) ,·on the same site where it' J!>reviously rested on
the Gospel side of the altar. Diego st$d further that the
corpse was then complete. He also heflrf·th~t the corpse
held a book in one of its hands and that one of the Fathers
read' the book, shedding many tears" on, the altar. ~t that
time Andres, an Ipdian of Isleta" was the sacristan of the '
parish. •
Juan Andres Zuni, who gave sixty years as his approxi-
mate age,~stated that the second timefthe body of Father
'6. The report of tlte committee stated that Dr. W. R. Tipton was to trlve a
scientific report regal"d~ng the condition of the body.; This report has not been
l~~. .
7. It is seldom that an old Indian will know his eXact a~e. The date of birth
and baptism is kept by the parish priest in the vlllage.<
'.
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fty years
appeared
ffin con-
Padilla was seenoli the surface, Juan Andres
twenty years of age. He told that the corpse wa co~nplete
.. - '!:
and all dried up. It. held a book in its hands; T ey buried
the corpse in the same cottonwood coffin on the ame site
where it was found; but he did not know at what, epth the
coffin was buried. '
Jose Chewiwi, whose age appeared to be y, stated
~hatwhen he was a boy he heard of 'the rising of t e body of'
Father Padilla. He saw the corpse. It was co plete and
dried up. The grave in which the body was rebur d was of
a ,common ,depth. Shortly after that time'the fir flooring
was placed in the church.
Mar~eIina Abeita, who appeared to be' about
of age, declared that when she was a child ther-
on the surface of thE1 floo:r of the church, ,the
taining the remains of Father Padilla.
Thus far are the testimonies regarding th
second appearances of the coffin of Father Padilla
>,
The following statements are regarding stra ge noises
heard in the church on the night of December 2 th, 18~9.8
Marcelina Abeita stated that the noise was ike some
one stamping on.tbe floor; that the altar move and the
Indians, frightened, ran out hurriedly from the c .urch.
Pablo Abeita, who was$ about twenty-nine y rs of age,
stated that the noise was audible while the India s danced '
in the church, and that the altar moved visibly., i
"I was," said Pablo, "at the door of the raili I g to stop
the Indians from entering to·profane the sanctua ! • .., I went,
l
with several Indians to see if some one was ving the
altar, but we found· no one. The Indians starte to dance,
that night about 8 :00 o'clock. They danced in e church·
against the authoritlv and without"the consent of e parish,
priest." , I
8. Taken from the report written by the secretary of the eo~m~'""tee that, eon·"""",
ducted the exhumation of the supposed remains of Father Padilla. •
~ :
• I
! • I
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had made known his affliction to others. How ver, even
that information, though given not so long a ", is also
becoming a tradition. I
In conclusion, ~ must say that I hai~, :ner;f related
some of the many tr~,~itions r~garding thesuppos ',remains
of Father Juan FranCISCO PadIlla. I have endeav ed to lise
f
only such information and traditions that seemed 'important
I'
and reliable. Realistic explanations have been 0 ered for
".. 1'_
the rising of the coffin: the lifting force of the wa ' level in
~ the river valley; the(presence of an old arroyo b ',beneath
the church. These, ~owev~r, have assumed'a sha'owy fac-
tual existence insufficient to 1iestroy the reality Dr legend,
legend which has behind it the conviction of JFr. Juan
Padilla's hallowed m~ssionary zeal and his lastin :devotion
to the pueblo people.
I
.-
,
. .
'.
..
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Pictur~sl
B.y JESSIE WIEGAND Hq~FoRn
:1
I i~ -
" ~
Festooned on adobe, the peppers a.dcorn", -
The'time-worn and tertaced 'pue~;os,.adorn _
In blue, gold, and red; II
Tlje rival'of orchids, the· cactus i~ bloom
Sheds glory ,upon a mysterious tOflb
Where centuries have fled; II
11
Abrupt,height of mes:s in grayJ b Iiown, and wine; (Ii
The deep shadowed mountains w' h pinon and pine;
'. , I
The streams canyon led; . 1 .'
, ,. ~
Adobe hutscrowdin~ «""'thurell, i, cross high;
Dark, brown-eyed ninos watching lall passers-by;
'rhe dawn's purple light; 1
~I
. !
Adobe hut windows with turqu 'e hued edge
Sheltering bright blossoms on eve. y deep ledge;
Tqe cool breeze of night; I
Il,
An aged senora in long, black, fr geB shawl
Trudging a path near. a more agel wall;
The twilight's deep glow; II '.
, ' 1
These pictures, by Life's busy pai~t brush, are hung
In Time's silent passing-unchadged and, unsung-
In New Mexico. .1..
, ,
I
..
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The Mayor's Punctilio
1Jy DON GLASSMAN
SAN RAFAEL lies ina fertile valley of the Sierra adres ~ndfeels itself as remote from world affairs as a constella~
tion. Thrice yearly the town is visited by expedi ions from
Chihuahua, the state capital: one expedition c lIects the
state's revenues and taxes; another collects toe tithes of
, the church, and the third hauls out the silver or which
San Rafael's mines are justly famous. ...
Imagine, theref6re, what prestige attached t ·the office
of Don Miguel Tierrablanca, who had been the ! ayor for
more than fifteen ye~rs. He used stern measures' s a mag-
istrate perhaps, but: they were necessary· in a c mmunity
where any ruffian wilth a pistol might take the la" into his
own hands. Don Ml,iguel often said, in passing sentence,
that the honor, the dignity, and good nflme of S n Rafael
must be preserved, before all.
Such words stit·red admiration for him a
proud people, whose' temper was peaceful and w
esty was irreproac~able. They approved Don Miguel's
crusade against the bawdy carousels of the bachelo miners,
young 'bucks who haa the physique of gladiators and the
souls of heathens. Every Sunday Don Miguel ad them q
herded into the Cathedral where he made them Ii ten to a
I • •
sermon handed down Ion the lips of EI Pad-te;"who ,ertainly
preached vehemently on the subject of sin.'
. But nothing moved Don Miguel t'o such rag as Jhe
bandits who haoitualljr swooped upon some isolated acienda
or unprotected home and ordered the inhabitants t give up
their valuables at the point of the gun. Don Mi el had
organized a company (J)f vigilantes to assist his regll, ar force
of uniformed police, and under his leadership all ha sworn
to end the terror of th~ bandits. They set traps and pitfalls,
[300 ]
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they burned the desperadoes in effigy, d Don Miguel made
eloquent speeehes before the outraged itizenry.'
"Upon my w~rd," he would say, ,,! promise to end this ll',r!
.assault on public safety. If not by pe I e, I intend to end it .
by the sword. I swear an .oath to p~rtect your property. [I
You, who have been robbed, have mf deepest sympathy. I
But fear not! Their heads will roll lroih their bodies !" 11
But on the very night following t+t outburst the ban- ,I
dits returned and made off with booty I alued at many thou- JI
sands of pesetas,' The owners wept an raged.' They came"1
to Don Miguel's l1ouse, shouting across, he garden. . \1
"We've been robbed," cried one, Jos" Posalosa._"TheY've [,
robbed all our precious belongings., W· have been left mis- !
erably poor. We' who have paid our ~:kes and supported I,
Jt, your ~igi~antes. We are like defensele~~--sheepat the mercy II
of wolves. All our savings gone!. our Ilw.ork of If.ears .. 0". II
Don Miguel's estate was the finest[lin San (afael. The 1,1
gardens were e~pansive and the hOf'se outfitted like a
palacio. It was of white oolitic limeston ." and furnished with' i
fine carvings, china, and tapestries, all~,from overseas. He ,I:
had ac~uir~d wealth poth ~s a. ~ine ~t.ner and as Mayor.
HIS chIldren were plaYIng WIth th~r pet dogs when the "1... 1
'. suffering people appeared.. The Mayotls wife begged them .
to call later, as Don Miguel had just ref' ed for a siesta. But \i
they insisted on 'seeing him, "For," ~id Jose, "we have' I
something of the utmost importance t· tell him." I
Thete was' a 'stir in the rear of th garden; and to the
surprise of everyone, Don Miguel hi )'self appeared. He
1
s.eemed vexed as he approached, bu he, said "Buenas
tardes," to the villagers twho immedi tely rentoved their
hats ,and bowed. Notwithstanding, ~on Miguel did. not
return the expected and traditional co~rtesy,of doffing his
own hat. He merely went on to answel their complaint.
"I know why you are here, my f~l'.ends. The bandits'
have' robbed you. I have heard." c.
"You have heard all 1" they cried i iunison.
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"Yes, and I ha~e dispatched my vigilantes i
We may have a repont this evening."
"We fought therh," said Jose. "They did no~ et off so
easily this time. Prdro and I emptied our pis Is after
them. We must have wounded one, for later we fo .~d drops'
of blood."
"Good I" exclaimied Don Miguel. "But yoush uld have
" 'killed tl1e scoundrel."~ -\
.~ "Ah! with the help of St. Francis I might have one it,"
answered Jose. '
Taking leave, tHe Mayor assured them again that he
I
was losing no time iDj giving' pursuit. He urged jh m, how-
ever, to hide their m~st valuable possessions and t ..be pre-
pared for further assaults. The townsfolk thanke 'him for
his advice, and agaiq they removed their hats an bowed.
But the Mayor merely nodded his head, and did no remove
his hat. Taking the arm of his wife, he said good bye an4
walked away. i
Confounded by this breach of punctilio, Jose and his
companions felt distressed and piqued. In Sa Rafael,
c~imes of all sorts ~re excusable, but lack ~of .po. iteness !
None but a pig could ~e excused for that.. . .
Wo~d got round Ithat Don Migued had refrain d from
tipping hi.s. hat accor~ling to the established traditio n. The
oily-tongir~.d gossips pf the town flavored and ped led this
bit of ne~s u~til it Ithreatened ~o upset busine~! Argu-'
ments, dIscussIOns, ~nd symposIums were held"1 every
'; , ' . I ~
shop and on every str~et corner. Why? why was th Mayor
discourteous? they sald. :
1
By this time Don Miguel had gotten wind of th public
disturbance, but he 11 ffered no expiallation nor t ok any
counter-move.' He m rely stayed home.
But from idle go sip San Rafael turned tospe ulation,
from speculation to re,dict,ion, thence to resentm II t, and
finally to provocation ~nd criticism. .' ,
o
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."LIar !'~ came from the audience. ".I shot him. . -l! Let
him disprove it." Jose Posadosa came forward. "Senor
. Mayor,·" he Baid~ s~eeringly, "on the night of Jfe the
twelfth you were lutking near the corral of my h ienda,
and l-shot you ..." " .
"I?" cried the Mayor in a sudden heat. "Wha' would
I b d . ?" ie Olng.... I
"Dog! You were the bandit leader who directe those
cut-throats to rob me!"
Something snapped and gave way. The crow~ urged,
bellowed, and snorted. A torrent of uneas,y tensip broke
loose. Then pandemonium. Nobody could save the Mayor
against such wrath. . •. r- .
They buried him the following day in a plot't t has
since been plowed for ·corn.
r
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Mirage il
By INA SIZER CASSIDY 1
:1
. /1
At dawn I heard a whistle blow, [I
A'long deep-throated call- :
J saw a ship edge slowly to the dock, I
All its passengers agog \\
Waiting to come ashore. I
How could I see a ship come in .
And edge its way up to the dockl
In this parched desert where I live, :1
Its dun flat miles stretched taut from rim to rim?
"There are no ships out here; there is nb sea.
In
The blast that I heard at dawn
Was but the tonal key
.' That sprung the rusted lock
Of memory's mirage.
• .J
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To Mary Austin
By INA SIZER CASSIDY
As in fulfillment of the dawn
The evening star at close of day
Lights up the western sky, l/}
So you upon iny life have cast a ray. ~
Of light and I am upward drawn. ( .
.,
[306 ]
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Mary Austin in Fort Worth
, \
By MABEL MAJOR
, '
~ .
M ARY AUSTIN was to lecture at the Woman's ,Club inFort Worth on a rainy afternoon in the fall,of 1928.
Two aspiring "anthologers" in work-day clothes and the
. ,
Yq)j.l1g Man from the East wedged a way well up to the
front of the ornate hall, packed with richly furred, pleas-
.. antly perfumed ladies. .Mrs. Austin came on the platform-
tall, powerful looking, her blue' cut-velvet afternoon dress
. contrasting oddly. :with thick da~k oxfords, grayish brown
·hair coiled high, surmounted~y a tortoise-shell Spanish
comb.
. She expounqed her theori~s df the origin of rhythms
while someone, in lieu of a drum, thumped the heartbeat of
the universe on middle C of the grand piano. Mary chanted
Indian poetry, eye's half sh~t. No one tittered when this,
tall, gaunt woman lifted her blue velvet skirt and twirled
and kicked a Greek dance in her flat heeled shoes, while ahe
~ e. " ,cha~ted Shelley's "To a Skylark." She was illustrating her
belief in the Greek origin of English meters. She strode up
and down and wielded an axe, orating the' "Gettysburg Ad-
dress." Here as in the Indian chants were native American
rhythm. .We were fascinated. Even the Young Man from'
the East.
r We persuaded Mary Austin away from the silver and
lace tea table' at the club house, through the tain to a quiet
tea shop. She answered all of our qu~stioIls about the
People of the ,Middle Heaven, about Shipapu, about the six
world quarters. S.he used her spoon to beat out rhythms on
her glass. All or'the time she ate sandwiches,. every one on
th,.e plate except the two we had politely""taken. She drain~
the pot of tea. She patted us op the backs motherly, and
,offered to get us a publis}ler. Our ,hearts were warm with
gratitude. .
[307 ]
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The Young Man was host to Mary Austin and ~e at
dinner. It rained dully. Mary was tired. She ate dogg~dly.
The Young Man looked at me accu~ingly. I had .pr0n¥sed.
that Mary would be entertaining. I chatted gaily ag4inst
. the gloom. The final course was cleared~ The Y(j)ung Man
offered' Mary a cigarette, hesitatingly. Only the bol~est
flappers smoked publicly in Fort Worth in 1928. ! She bok
I
the cigarette and accepted a light. Three puffs apd she \was
embarked on the stOl-y that I am writing this to. tell: ~he'
Story of the Time Mary Slept with the Two Nice Old Indlian.
Gentlemen. : . I
, I
"Only lately," Mary began, "have I been able to endure
tobacco smoke again. It was two years ago that I 'V:'"isit~mY :
people in one of the pueblos. I carry my own pneu' tic
mattress when I visit th~ Indians. This time I coul n't
refuse the arrangements they had made for my com~ort..
Whe,n time came to go tel bed, the enti;e pueblo aCCO pa-
nied me to the house specially prepared for my com ng.
The walls were newly plastered; the windows amd d~rs
gleamed with fresh blue paint. An old army cot-:-a white
man's bed-was the ~nly furniture. It was piled ~!gh 'ith
.Indian blankets reeking with tobacco. At either s~de of the
~ cot on the floor was a neat pile of blankets. Twd nice old
Indian gentlemen stepped out from the crowd, pr<j)ud t be
my protectors during the night. The. other men, wo en,
and children left for their homes. The two nice old IIi ian
gentlemen carefully closed the one small window\ and the
door to keep out the evil spirits. They took half of ~he b an-
kets from the bed and motioned for me to lie down. ike
any self-respecting Indian I. went to bed with my clbthes on.
The two nice old Indian gentlemen' covered me jwith\ the
! 'blankets, tucking each well under my feet and around my
. . .
chin. They put out the torch, and lay down on the bla ket
piles on either side. The heat was suffocating; the tob ceo,
odor was nauseating. I waited until I heard the t1Vo r gu-
larly breathing. FurlJvely I pushed.back the covers. wo
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pairs of boney hands in the dark pulled the blankets up over
my shoulders' and tucked them tightly under my chin. I
resigned myself to an uncomfortabl~night. It is only lately
that again I can enjoy my cigarette."
The Young Man looked a "thank you" at me as' he gave
Mary another light~ _
Later we went to Mrs. Austin's room at the Texan
Hotel, where a cowboy, turned college professor, came to
sing ballads. Ma:r;'Y needed a refrain for a poem. She lis-~
tened patiently while he sang the old favorites, "The Dying ~.J'
Cowboy," "Good-bye Old Paint," "T~e Cowboy's Dream."
When he struck up', "Whoopee Ti Yi Yo Git Along Little
. .
Doggies," she. became alert. TJ:1is was what she wanted.
He sang it again as she wrote down·the wordsi' stopping him'
for the ,spelling of the "whoop's" and "ti yi's.'J.; The cattle
qriving refrain turned up a few months later in "Texas'
Trains and Trails," in The Children Sing in the Far West.
We prepared to leave. We knew that- Mrs. Austin
should rest befor,e her midnight train. No, she would like
for us to stay and help her on her train. She .was a little
timid about taxis, union stations, tickets; and baggage. This
woman who had driven stage coaches, who had lived mjiIes
~ from white settlements, who had slept with "nice old Indian
. gentlemen" was afraid of a city, even such a gawky, haif- .
grown city as Fort Worth! Too, she enjoyed being waited
upon by a charming young man,.! suspected. We did as she
wished, glad for an addItional 'hour.
As the engine puffed westward to the land of little rain,
no doubt her brain kept beat to the roll of the wheels with
the lines of the poe~ she was making: .
Whenever I ride on the Texas plains ~
I never hear the couplings cluck .
I never hear the trains
Go cluck-a luck, cI*k-a luck, cluck-a luck
I never hear the e. gine snprt and snuffle" .
I never see the sm ke plume, I never watch the rails,
..
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But I see the moving dust where the beef herds, shu e
And I think I am a cowboy, '
A rope and tie 'em cowboy,
Punching Texas longhorns
On the Texas trails.
, \
And the engine goes whoop!
Whoopee, whoopala!
Ki-yi, ki-yi, coma-Ia- ky-yi,
. Whoopala,
Ki-yi!
Whoop!
Whoopala,
Ki-yi!
Whoop!
Mary Austin never came back to Fort· '\Vorthl Bfore
I could visit her in Santa Fe: Mary had gone from the rose
colored adobe house and garden on Camino del Monte Sol.
I could' only sit in Mary's living room-books, Sp nish
chests, Indian blankets, baskets, and pots, as she left thm--.-
. , \and talk with two of her friends about a great womanQ ho,
\too soon for us in the Southwest left leaderless, had, re ched
~er land of journey'sending., .
\
\
, '
, ,
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If
By EDITH W. BOTSFORD
•
If we could live again, dear heart, _
The glorY of those sunlit days, ,. ,
The slumbrous quiet of the starry n:~ghts,
And walk again the happy care-free ways
I
Filled to the brim with life's deliglJ1ts,
. Would you be glad? j.
If you could come again, dear heart
From out the misty silence of the ye~rs, .
Come, as 'of old you came to me, ,j
And kis~, aw~y the unshed tears :1
That blind me so I cannot see; I
l'Would you be glad? ." .i
I
II
.:':. ~
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A Tribute
l
CHARLES E. HODGIN, 1858-1934
I
T HE ONLY bo¢k of the verse of Dr. Charles' E. Hodgin,- dean and vice-president emeritus of the U, iversity
of New Mexico, ~as published in November of 1933 Rhymes
. . .
from New Mexic,IJ are truly poems drawn from a life-time
spent in this state. The weather,. 'the ancient rui s, sand-
storms, acequias,~ flowers, mesas, ",canyons, peoples, animals
of New Mexico ate celebrated in Dr. Hodgin's trenc ant and
quiet-humored verses. He dedicated them to the students
he had'known in the University since the year 1897. One of
, " .
these students ~rote an appreciative review of he book
for the QUARTERLY in February of the present ear. At
that time the editor obtained, Dr. Hodgin's per 'ssion to
reprint on'e of tile poem~ for which he expressed' 'prefer-
ence. No more fitting memorial remains to the ean, be-
"loved figure to all New Mexicans, than these wor g~poured
from his kindly heart in tribute to one of th~ . enerable
antiquitie~ in the part of the world he loved b~. ~
I
L
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La-Gran Quivira'!
, i~
By C. E. HODGIN in Rhymes from Neiv Mexico
,j
'I
(Note.-The ruins of Gran Quivira- are about 100 miaes eastward from
Albuquerque, and are among t4~ most interestin~ of the 1500 vil-
lages in ruins, which Charles p(~~_tUDlJ;llis onc~ saidll~lcre to be fou~d -~-
New Mexico.) !-
'I
Thou weird, forsa~en, 'voiceleSs mystery! Iii." - "
Silent for ages! What is thy history? II
Spectral like, though anchored to this "whtle-back" ridge,
Reveal to us the span of time that thou dosttridge;
.. Those mountains in the distance near, with i; hQes ring,
But thy dumb silence answers not to anythi ,'g.
The somqre cedars sway their shadows to a9P fro and moap.
Their doleful chants in lonesome monotone.~l i
The gray coyotes .prowl around with thievis "hand, ,
And cast their sneaking shadows. on the su iburnt sand.
'Pale throated lizards rustle by and dart in ,. hy' slim shade,
And panting horned toa~~ hide in this debrit th~ crumbling
walls have made. . .n
But what is that to thee, thou sleeper of the plain?
It matters ~ot, for motionless and voicelessIstill, thou dost T,.
remaIn., '> ~
In grim, unsightly piles upon thy haunted gr lund,
Weather worn and graveless human bonest're found;
~ithin th,ese ghastlY,', skulls there ol).ce wast' ought.
Tne wondrous miracle of human thought; '. .
Who were these citizens of thine in ages pa~ ,
O'er whom the blighting gloom of centuries f;s cast?
W~re they the peaceful, past~ral flock of hO£"st face
Descended from the old Tampiros Indian ra " ? +
And were they swept with ruthless hand frd 'off the earth
By treacherous Apaches, they of murderous \tbirth ?
Did dashing 90ronado hither come,.and the-elibehold,
When searchIng over trackless plaIns for f~bled gold?
Make answer now! Is treasure buried near t,...•... ' is sP9t,
And is the old Quivira myth a myth or not?' .
. ,;!I _
. .
, ' :l •
I
!
!
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Book Reviews
,
Desert Wife-Hilda Faunce-Little Brown and Co., Besto , 193~
, I
~3.00. .
r
Under the changing shadows and on the shilfti g sands
of the Navajo Reservation, Hilda Faunce, after a thirteen
, '" hundred mile trip from Oregon in a covered wagon put up
a loom and there wove her own story beautifully, sympa-
thetically and sincerely..The warp and woof are th Navajo
legends, customs, songs, and superstition she lea~ne during
the four years she and her desert-loving husband s· ruggled
to make a living at Covered Wagon Trading Post.
With bright red threads she weaves countless d lightful
I
pictures., Small ones, such as the happi~ess of [se ing To-
Clazium dressed in a "gorgeous red velvet vest ith five
pockets, buttonholes for six silver buttons and a ~e I buckle
.. .
at the back." She painstakingly made it for hi during
odd moments and between cutting slices of pl~g ebacco,
tearing calico, scooping sugar, and opening countl ss cans
of tomatoes. Large pictures there ar~, such as th Christ-
mas Eve party, which she and "Ken" gave forr t I ei:r two
hundred neighbors and friends. Around the "Kism s" fires
we see them all; eating, laughing, dancing, but ett>e i ially do
we see the Utcitys, White Hat, Mrs. White Hat, f,i~tl Bedoni
and his three wives, the old Buzzard, and the Little Cranks.
Pictures of sorrow are woven with grey 1a d black
threads. Terrible was "the quick death" when, li*e "grass,
fire" the influenza swept through the reservatiOl).. S~dest
of all was the death of Hosteen Blue Goat's daugh from
"the sickness with the sores" told in his lament tol" he Des-
ert Wife." "Oh my friend, her children will be hPn y, her
loom will be empty; she loved you; she called you~e child."
Clearly and distinctly we see the design\ i Hilda
Faunce's own pattern, traced courageously an~ r sou~c~­
fully. An intricate one, dominated by a hUS1ba d "old'
[314 ]
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enough t? be her fa.ther/' a man given ~o "long 'silences"
and a "blInd fear of Illness/' But through! every part of the
design there pervades his devotion, her I01e and charm.
f' " , JUltIA KELEHER.
:1
New York University, :1
New York City. 'il
11
Sunshine PreferredP-Anne Ellis-Houghton Mifl!E1in Co.~ 1934-$2.00.
. . ~
'With a knowledge of her subject de~tved largely fro~
observations while confined to her bed if an 1\lbuquerque
Sanitarium, Anne Ellis in Sunshine Prfferr~d, combines
human sympathy and understanding. In lia personal narra-
tive she tells what she felt, thought, and ijsaw so vividly' as
to make the reader feel and see with her. II. ' ,
Brief one-page sketches of fellow patents, Ilurses, and
doctors, poignant stories of hope deferred,.!of love, of gallant I
courage in the up-hill batt\e for ltealth,! are intermingled
with her own philosophy of lifc-While nqt a Pollyanna, she
finds' but little of cynicism or bitterness iln her own suffer-
ings or the sufferings of those around hd~.
,I
Interspersed throughout the· bOOk, jlare photographic
descriptions of New Mexico--Santa Fe,.11buquerque-seen·
partly through the eyes of others, and to~d somewhat f;rom
the tourist angle. The pages as they turn~ however, disclose
well drawn word pictures made in her w~nderings over the
Southwest in search of health-the Chili i~ine to Santa Fe,
the Plaza in Santa' Fe, the~Fiesta, the .IIarvey House and
Station in AlbUq,Uerque, Indians'$ Mexicatll.S, -Indian Pottery
making, Indian 'Dances, the colorful th j gs- that interest
everyone and make for charm' in the Sou 1 west.
. The format of the book pleasingly *uggests her title.
She does not, however, stress the sunshinw or the absorbing
beauty of mesa and mountain. II'
There is but little plot. The autho~u achieves her aim
-to make her writing simple.. It has cqla,rmand a quaint
humor, a story sincerely and honestly tolql.
'I
, ···11, .
II
,II
~
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In Sunshine ~Preferred ~any reade~ of LTl E NEW
MEXICO :QUARTERLY, locally and throughout th~ s te, will
find themselves on familiar ground. To all '. s ruggling
I :
writers It should prove an in$piration and a spur, or Anne
Ellis, an invalid, not only finds pleasure and so e fn her
writing, but succe~ds in finding a market and a pu lie?for it
I
as well. : . MINNIE MALO EY.
..
Albuquerque.
~.
.
'Beyond the Mexique\ Bay-Aldous Huxley-Harper an,d Brothers,
New York, 1934+$2.75.
The author of Chrome Yellow, Point Count r Point,
Antic Hay, and J ~sting Pilate, needs no introduc ion, nor
will a recommend~tion to read his latest travel book' be
necessary to one a¢quainted with his works.' 80m what in
the fashion of his ofesting Pilate, in which he made notes of
.his journey to India and the Malay countries, is hi present
account of a trip into old Mexico. . .
An Old World,; New World, a Mexican-Ame-ric n flavor
pervades the work~ And while the author is j.otti g down
his impression of his trip through Guatemala ain lIP the
Pacific Coast of M~xico into the very heart· of thiis colorful
country, he is remhided of many things far and nea. Some
strange situation w~ll call to mind something that appened
I. •
far away. He in n~ way limits himself to his pre ent sur-
roundings. Yet, i* true tourist style he carried along a
camera, thus being lable to illustrate his book.
Mr. Huxley's t~ought processes are always in
and in this present '1vork too, it is what he thinks-rd er than
what he sees that i~ of chief interest. His observa ions are
apt, and entertaining. It is i1 discoursive method...1 delight-
ful one. He had a~parently determined in advancf· to look
at the glamour of Old. Mexico with a cold eye. hus, for
some he may shatter certain preconceived ideas J!. the pic-
turesqueness of this land of wonder south of the 'Ri~ Grande.
I •i
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Opinions are, expressed freely t i oughout the bQok.
The author believes that "You cannot i part North Ameri-
, I
can virtuesandNorth American a!"ities into Mexico
without causing the Mexicans to lose t'eir Mexican virtues
and to abandon what is best in their ow , way of life." While'
the author does not hold Mexican civilifation as, superior to
that of other c~untries, he does "take 'I.his stand" that the ,
primitive people are iProbably happierl, than the too-indus- ,
tril~lized.Ame~c~n~. _ AL~EliT A. ROGERS.
Untvermty, Vtrgt1tUL. ~ r' II .j;
, f~. ' I
Not 1, But the Wind-Frieda Lawrence-'Jl'jhe' Viking Press, New
York, 1934-$2.75. _ .~~11 ,
Sad is the.fate of the genius who i t not recognized until
.long after his death, but sadder stili is t e fate of the genius,
recognized as such, while stilI'living. ItOf the three women
who definitely recognized Lawrence's1genius and thereby
haste~:.d his, demise, ~is wife, 'Fried~t Lawrence, occupi~s
a pOSItIOn somewhat analogous to Bel~um, the buffer. state
,of the Great Powers. Similar to Belgium, Frieda didn't
'. buffer without being drawn into the thitk of the fight, which
is the principal theme of the books by lJabel Lujan 1 and the
,Honorable Dorothy Brett/ II" .
, "I would have liked to stay in A~~tralia ... but Law-
rence wanted to go to AmEPica," says ~r!ieda in her explana-
tion of their American immigration. I "Mabel Dodge had
,I '
written us that Lawrence must come tolfTaos in New Mexico, .
that he must know the Pueblo Indians,flthat the Indians say
that the \heart of the world beats thte in 'New Mexico."
Mabel gives a different reason:' 11
"Through t?e months while. LawrJnce and Frieda hesi-
tate<;l about comIng to 'raos,. I WIlled hlfl to come. Before I
went to sleep at night, I drew myself all' in to the core of my
being where there is a liv~, plangen~ force lying passive, ,.
waiting for direction.. Becoming--entirtly that, moving with
. II,
1 Lcwe'nZo in TDfIJ. ,I'
2: l,awrence and Brett. !I
It;1 . .'""'\
II (II 0 •
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it, speaking with it,: I leaped through space, joini g myself
to the central core ~f Lawrence, where he was in India, in
Australia. Not really speaking to him, but being y wish, '
I
I became tpat actio~ that brought him across the ~a."
" 'Come, Lawrence! Come to Taos !' became, in e, La.w.
rence in Taos. Thi$ is not a prayer, but comma d. Only
. .
those who have exercised it know its danger."
It never semed to occur to Mabel that a powe capable
of willing Lawrence; from Italy to Taos, albeit bf way of
India and Australiaj, might be a bit too powerful to be
.. confined in the intimlate af;lsociations of tiny Taos.
There is no needtto quote from Mabel's book, h r~ resent-
ment of Frieda for s landing between-her and Law epee, nor
to try to describe Ma, el. Her book is a fluoroscopiself pno-
tograph, where evety detail is revealed; evenh¢ "live,
plangent force" in her core, is brutally outline . by the
x-ray. i
Frieda, howevert Mabel may rail at her as stu id, solid,
and unspiritual, has·~uchmore horse sense. Firs, ~ecause
she lets Lawrence w~ite her book for her, with his etters to
her, to her mother, ner sister and others, with ju t enough
words of her own t@ explain and connect them; and sec-.
ondly, because she do~sn't dwell at length on her fi hts with
Mabel. She allows herself just one swift', devastat ng blow,
then retires tq the fortined stronghold of her now especta-
ble married position. : Her one thrust, however, los none of
its force, through b~ing out of the mouth of th beloved
Lawrence. " ~
In a-Ietter to Fribda's mother, translated from the Ger-
mall, Lawrence desctibes M'abel: "You have ask d about
Mabel Dodge: Amer~can, rich, only child, from B ffalo on
Lake Erie, bankers, ~9rty-two years old, has hadree hus~
bands-one Evans (dead), one Dodge '(divorced), 'and one
Maurice Sterne (a: J.ew, Russian, painter, yo g, also
divorced).' Now she has an IndIan, Tony, a stout cap. She
has lived much in Europe-Paris, Nice, Flore e-is a
!
I
I
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"Then we burie~ him, very simply, like a bifld we put
him away, a few of ds who loved him. ' We put fl ers into
his grave and all I \said was: 'Good-bye Lorenz " as his
friends and I.put )otsJ.and lots of mimosa on his co~n: Then.
he was covered over !with earth while the sun ca "'e out on
I .•
to his small grave illl the little cemetery of V~n, ce which
looks over the Medite,rranean t~at he cared for so*\Jmuch."
I • G
. I USTAVE M. ElL.
IAlbuquerque. i "
I
. Ruth ViBitsMargot-Roy A. Keech-Albert Whit~an an
I ( ,
cago, 1934-$2.00.' I
,
This is a well-wttitten, useful and interesting book for
children between the iages of ten and thirteen. M.-Keech,
who has attended the University of New Mexic for the
past four years; was ~n France during the World ar~ and
he has drawn the material for descriptions and lege ds from
this period of his life. i The medium for presenting he mate-
rial is through MargQt, a little French girl, and h . friend, ~
an American soldier. i The two walk about the'c,ou try-side
and observe the life of~ the people as well as poinft 0 histori-
cal i-nterest. Later, Ruth, the daughter of the Arne ican sol:'
Idier, visits Margot, aJnd the three travel to Mon e Carlo,
I .
Nice, Paris, anp Vers~illes.
Mr. Keeeh.ds observing. ~Not only does he r
torical facts and legenclIs, but he also sees the FretIc inapner
of living and understands their philosophy of life . There
I
are touches of humor ~h.at enliven various episodes. . ,
The book is bea~tifully printed and bound, nd the
illustrations by Helen~ Carter are unusually well done as
well as being authenti~. Of particular interest is' he map
in the front showing t~e routes of, the journeys.
• ill
I ELSIE RUTH DYKES CH T.
Albuquerque.
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A Cowman's Wife-Mary Kidder Ra1t-~oughton MifHin Company, !
1934-$2.75. :. , ~'
',' , Humor was a necessary ingredient in frontier society
to keep up the individual's morale. ,a man or woman can
laugh in a nerve-wracking situatio~! he or' she will prob-
ably make the best of it. Mary Iqdder Rak brought to
"ranch life in Rucker yanyon, Ar~zon~, creative energy ~nd ,
a saving sense of humor. Through them she not only seized!
I
upon the routine of her household ;witb c"abilities manifold
enough to renovate a cabIn when the \otd Fort Rucker ranch
house burned, but she also worked a,ort cuts witl&the ol,lt- :
door chores of a ranch wife and dratpatized her whole life,
the personalities of her chickens, c~ws, and steers, until
sh~ was able to accomP.lish a lab,oriourl and trying~askwith
pOIse and (I'm sure of It!) charn;t. • "
Anyone who loves the West will ~hare the joys and sor-
rows of Mary Rak and her' husbandl~'hen they' heat water
for the radiator of their car on cqH:I mornings, dig the
vehicle out of .sandy trails to townf ~ait for arroyos to
subside after ratn or snow-thaws, 'erdure the patronizing
"ohs" and "ahs" of tourists, who exprrss sur~e to find the
Literary Digest "out here in these W0",:odS;" 'rhat the gam,e
is worth th.e candle, A Cownw,n's W~fe f . Ypersu,ades u~. !
Played agaInst the rugged canyons ~pd e mesas of thIS
cattle country, the winning combin~ti()ns are known only
, to the skilled player. Such a profitient rancher is Mrs.'
Rak, and she plays just as compete,t a hand at writing.'
No amateur at finding words for ~xperience coins such
effective phrases. as "busy bread-and-jonion lives," "playing
second fiddle to a cow," warm daJ.s that are "weather
breeders," little Foxy dog from the \Umelting pot of Dog-
dom." It's an unusual woman' who will whitewash With
• . L I
buttermilk and wood ashes and who" having more impor-
tant things to worry about than clot ,:es,. finds she is fortu-
nate when parcel post garments froni relatives produce "a ,
blouse from the Atlantic," that "looks 'rell with a skirt from j!' j
, II '
. '. 11 - ;
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..
th:-P~;ti~.~: an~-=~o-~o~s. t~:refgre. "how the oIl w~man
felt when she was aslied, on Thanksgiving Day, ~at she
I -had for which to be grateful. .
I
"'I have two teeth, and thank God, they she
•
'replied." T. M. PE
Albuquerque..
• JJ
....
I
~
,
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Adobe
By· MARGARET .PAGE HOOD
Pleasant to live ina house of earth
Mellow and brown, and warm to touch
. .
Comforting!
Stone is cold and wood grows wormy
But 'dobe wears softly~with'years
The gracious curves of humility.
•
Pleasant· to live in a house of earth
And learn earth's kindness
So that I shall not cry of fri'ght"
In my earthe~ bed.
. ..
~ .
c
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Westward Ho-In Epitome!
q
By BASFORD VAN DOKEN
I
YOU MAyiCtalk about Fate or you may talk ab ut a ate;and either Fate or a fate overtakes 'human b ings I ari-
ously. That is, it may loom on the far, horizon' ark, por-
...' ?
tentous, implacable, compelling you, its victim, to a, low
and fearful. approach, your face tragically fixed your life
overshadowed. Or a fate may slip up from ehind you
quite unobtrusively, abiding in your shadow so uietly you
have in. no wise suspected its arrival until som~aY it aps
you gently on the shoulder and smiles in your f e. It· ay
. 9
not, then, be tragic at all-just a plain and m re or less
commonplace fate-and you acknowledge the gr eting itli
a responding smile. Lately I have found myself so sli ped
; "
up on.
The twentieth century is one-third gone.
disappeared a certain outlook in America. And hose f us
whose time-spans reach a few years back into t e old cen-
tury have--consciously or' unconsciously-watc ed it die.
Perhaps my own case can be made to serve as i lustr ion,
but to broaden its signifi~ance I shall have to egin ith
forbears.
During the second year of the adminis ratio of
Andrew Jackson-1830-my maternal grandf ther was~
born in ~ew Jersey, from whence his family m(!)ved a few
years later to Ohio. As a lad of twenty he joined he "f rty-
. niners," traveled across plains, mountains and d serts, dug
himself -some two thousand dollars worth of gol out·o .the
placers of California, returned via the Isthmus f Pan ma,
and by 1855 had'pushed westward again into Indi na, her~
he married my grandmother. Her father-my great and-
father-had e]Iligrated thither from New HampJhire. The
[ 260]
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. year 1876 found the family, of which my moth~r-wasnow a
member, across another boundary. line to the west in Illinois.
. "
In 1874 my father, then eighteen years old (young men
I
in those days ventured early), left his ho:m.e 1n Maryland,
and made his way half way across the continent to the
frontter state of Missouri, where a farmer brother-in..law
had taken a homestead. He, too, returned home, but only .
'briefly, for by 1881 he had gravitated to IlliIl-ois, and had
married, my mother. Then again, four yea~s later, my
grandfather turned his face westward. 'This titne he set out
\upo~ a scouting expeditio? forpimse!f, his ·~on, a~d his
son-ln-Ia~, the three havIng popled Interest~,. seekIng a
likely opening for the founding- of a new bu~iness. This
, rugged old pioneer recalled from this youthfuJ' exp~rience,
thirty-five years gone, the pleasant aspect of i that prairie
I .
country lying between the Misspuri, at ID:dep~ndence, and
the Platte, to the northwest, across .which he had once slowly
traveled with oxen teams, and he ndw stru~k into this
region. Here he found the land of his heart's desire, and
chose for the home of his old age a small frontier ~ttlement
in the valley of a great roll of the prairie, a sweeping bend
from southeast to east.
That little county-seat town, founded about' 1870, con-
stituted a boyhood habitat, whose works coU;ld never be
escaped. It bore no signs of uniqueness, yet its traditions
partook modestly of the color and the adventurousness of
the Great West. There was the story of .t~e old Overland ,"
Trail but a few miles to the north; and there was the story. i,.' .
of the old stone' flour-mill squatting comfo$bly in the,··~·
shade of tall ash trees on the bank of the Litt~e Blue, and' .
using its power;· for many years i.t had been tpe source of :
bread for homesteaders a hundred' miles 'and more to the
. I
west. There were stories of Indian forays, and, most
.6reath-taking of all, ,there was the tale of how ~i:ng Fisher,
a pioneer of the early severities, had been stalked and killed
by Indians near "Fulton's Bridge." Some five !-miles below
I\.:
I
I
I
I
t
I
!
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town, his grave, enc~osed in a stave"-and-wire encej lay
under the tall prairie' grass on a high' bluff risin abru tly
a hundred feet above the river. A weird lonelin ss al ays
pervaded the place for me, whenever, even as SiZfble
youth, after tramping through a country of well devel ed
farm-lands down the valley to this bluff, I cli ed to its,
eerie site. The wind :perpetually whistled there a kin· of
melancholy crescen(j,o' through the rank grass, tpough the
valley-floor lay below in utterly peaceful silence. 1\s -a s all
boy, t can remem~er occasional, conii'ngs and ~Oing of
Indians with the pqrpose of begging or selling tr nkets" but
they originated on ~he Omaha Reservation, and er~ s me
time past the stage [of offering violence. That secfic:>n of the
West by the early inineties was no longer India.p" f.:ou ry:
but neither had it peveloped into the ca:cefully t~fed f ~­
country of later years. Searing winds in midsu mer ore
I '
down upon us out: of the sand-country to the outh < est,
withering the growing corn in the space of a .day. At 0 her
seasons three-day gales, unceasing through dark and s mi-
light, lifted loose dry soil from the hills 'and hu g it a.. out
the sky to form gljeat curtains, through which he su at
evening looked bloQd-red, as through the smoke (l)f a fest
fire. And other clpuds appeared, cirrus-texture , floa ing
rapidly across the: zenith, menacing all crops elow, and
sometimes settling ~o earth to devour them-soft y" rus ing
storms of locusts. ! Those early nineties develop d stoi ism
I •
in some, desponden~y in some; either a man's fo ituda uc-
cumbed and he slUIlk away, or he lift~d his face t the hal-
. lenge of Nature and stayed on.
• I,Our maIn stre~t ran from west to east for xactl
length of a mile. ]ts foot was a model of prairie town
saicism, but its upper end found release beyond a qua er-
mile of boxelder-~haded read in a big prairi -pas ure,
stretching to the ealst past the horizon, and alway typi ing
I '
for us who drove tire neighborhood milk cows bac and f rtb,
the great open sp,ces of our environment. A stabl for
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cows and horses was quite as common a b~-yard edifice
then as a garage is now~ I remember the intioouction into
that little town' successively of city water, I e telephone,
. the electric light and the automobile.
II
At the end of nearly a year of univerity. graduate
work there 'came a revulsion against the profe'sional career
upon which, up to that 'time, I, had' fully d : rmined. It
derived, I ~m now persuaded, from heritag::. .A certain
s~ring day's walkalo~g ~ residenc~street of t1at university
City confronted me With: an advertisement of ltVestern land.
Entering a combined offiee and -living-room, I $ked the man-
'i I!,
-poor chap, he regardeo me i,at first as a likemy "prospect"
-for an, opportunity to ldemonstrate my abiliiY 8S a sales-.
man, and. was referred tb the downtown office~.i;.·· By the end
of the school term I was: on my way west to tle mountains,
west to new country! .~I)·
A journey into E~stern Wyoming, ,,~~. its great
splashes of yellow mesa and cool blue uplan.d~~ith its long
threads of sparse valley green, and Laramie P4k looming in
• . ,Jl~1
the grayness of the distant south sky, opened ulit! a new world.
The selling project comprised some. ten thou~and acres of
land to be ir.rigated from a storage reser.VOir. t~~....In under con-
struction. Trips ina mduntain-wagon to the t:eat,sconcrete
dam,thirty miles away, with La Prele Creek loaring down
"the ~anYQn below)t, became part of the p~ogrfm scheduled
for all parties of prospective buyers, because, ite were care-
ful to observe, the magnitude of the sp~ctacl~1helped us to
"sell,"~ though this,' by no means, completed ,!l~ts meaning.
Here was conquest-naitureat her wildest yielding her
power and fertility Jor :milleniums untouche I '. The w~rd
."reclamation" took on significance. .
'. With the following winter th~re arrived f. rther oppor-
tunity for explo,ration. Q) former college r09 -mate, who
. . • i}j
. ~ 'J~
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had~made a mod~t fortune in land in five years,· Jersu~ed
me to go with him tQ Western Dakota. That immeJse region
had bee~ isolated from the country to the east 4urin~ all
these years because Irailroads had not dared unde take Ithe,
exp.ense qf bridging the Missouri River..Now, wit incrfas- ... "
lng, by means of a ~lmSy structure of pllIng, was subJe to .~.
, periodical interrupt-fon, as floods, that poured d wn u on ,"
it from snow-caps far to the northwest, rendered it un afe
or swept it out enti~elY. The Rosebud Indian R serva ion
had been thrown opAn to, settlement but a ;sport ti e 'be re,
and the Pine Ridge1Reservation lay only fifty mi es to the
southwest across thk Whjte River. Celebrations lat w ich
the Redmen appearId in so-called war-dances, horse-r ces,
and other contests ,ere not urtusuaL 'From thes tl!e.. er-
formers would return to the reservations well 'I den ith
cases of groceries, ~olts of calico and divers othe sup lies
bestowed upon the~ in token of appreciation or' t eir
"show." I am not sUre w.hi~h were the more naivel -mi ded·
o! '
-the pe'rformers or [the sIfectators. ,P
There was happening' in ~his country what d ap-
pened in Nebraska iand in Eastern South Dako a in the
ei",ties. Sons of hdmesteaders and later pioneers who had
se~n the fertile pratrie land~ of Iowa mounl to alue, of
hundreds of dollars ,!per acre settled in this new rea, er-
suaded that the same possibilities for. transform tion and
the same opportunities for accumulation existed h re in
, ~ f
the older state. Here again occasional patc~e~ of ~rn ~nd,
wheat and oats on the expanse of the praIrIes ~ad ally
thickened, until tod~y, within its climatic limit,tion , it
, has grown to resemDle the country to the. east and sou of
~ .
But upon a you~h enamored of mountains and altit des
. .
and their brilliant sunshine and ragged shadows, Da
prairies could lay oJ1.IY slender and temporary ho~d.
besides, the crest of the tide of immigration had p.asse
, ,I
• • I
I
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: the time being. During that same year 'my ,attention was
drawn to the region khown in 'the Northw ' t as the Big
Horn Basin. The lurepf this new country .'. d caught the
gethe.r we set our faces once more toward the Ii. est.
The Basin is an imrp.ense hollow; a hundr ,: miles across
and a hundred miles .long, lying east of t~l 'Yellowstone
National Park and almost I completely m'pntain-lockelt'.
.Because of its locatton~ it layoff the earl ~Ii! beaten trails
along the Missouri to the North and along e Platte, and
the Sweetwater to the south, but-it was faml.iar ground to
;men like Bri.dger, Da~id Jackson, .Provost, Ila.no the Sub-
i.ettes; CaptaIn Bonnev~le made a' Journey diwn the Horn
. , t··'and the Big Horn just one hundred years a .. ; and one of
the later great 'plainsmen, "Buffalo Bill" C9 i y, retired to
this region to spend his last days. Its surfac,tforms a great
rough table tilting from south to north, a~(I across it-
breaking through 'a fifteen-mile canyon, whet: Owl Creeks
meet Big Horns, and leaving through anothe~'1lcanyon;forty
miles long, 'with perpen<i.icular walls tWQ thoU~.lli'a.nd feet high,
where Big Horns' face Pryors-flows the Bit Horn River.
Numerous tributaries, some designated as crefks and others
very properly named rivers, flow rapidly dfe,wn from the
flanking mountains to ma.ke of this axial strea .•.. ' by the time
it has joined the Yellow~tone, a worthy mem er of the trio
of hea.d.water rivers forming th.e mighty Misst.rL There is
nothing' puny about· this land. Rocky 'hei,~hts towering
above the timber-line, gr.eat level distances. Pl~.. ' nging waters
-sometimes pouring limpidly over moun".in boulders,
sometimes in foaming flood, with grinding: asses"of ice
threatening momentari~y to ppe" up .and d~luge the sur-
rounding countrY,-forests and deserts, wi~ie~s sub-zero
cold and summer's burni.ng heat all combine tit issue to red-,
blooded manhood a pers~stent challenge. iii _
The little town of G- had ~prung up oLIy two years
before our oarrival,'-when the railroad went tlt ough toward
! '
. t
I:
.. '
\,
\
!
I
r"tl.~
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the south. It had, J,hen I ~rst saw it, a half-doz~n ame
store-buildings, two stone building8-;-~hree of tre ight
occupied by saloons-;-a church, a school, and a;. fer h uses
sitting about in the tall sage-brush of the bo m land,
where the town-site had been located: The dust in he~mainst~eet lay like yello~ flour six inches deep. It wa ai very
rough and very crude, but as I stepped outside he hotel
that first night into ~he crystal-clear' ,moonlight, ug t' the
odors of black sage lnd wood-smoke from supper re, and
felt the utter stillne s of the great spaces scarcel, to ched
by this little cluster of men and their abodes, it as easy,
also, to indulge in d eams. Here lay a town-to-b , a d on
the bluff yonder acr~ss the river lay a piece of gro nd .pur-
chased only that da~, summoning all that one mi ht count-
a~ his personal reso*rces: Later" one instinctivel I rned
to care for the littl~ town, i~ enterprises, its p op e, its
sprawling growth. li3ut one cared still m.0re for th t ' C\und c
'upon the bluff; it [became a sy'mb~l,' a very p rs nally
human mark upon thb desert.. .
" We began with lraw sagebrush land, but abo e it lay
a ridge of fresh eartjh that marked the end of a c na built
to carry water from ia point twenty miles to the st of us.
This was our reclam~tion project, and we set to w r' upon
it. We attacked it ~ladly, adventurou~ly,-and,of 0 rse, a
bit too simply. Ti~e slipped by, and ~en full yerr with
all their planning, orry and life-energy, went in () t. At
the end of that peri d this raw piece of ground, ha ecome
a well developed rach, with out-buildings, orcha ds fields
of alfalfa and grain~gardens and- truck patches n berry
patches, with cattle nd horses in the pasture and fl cks' of
chickens and water owl wandering about or spl ing in
the irrigation ditches. And out from the shade of I pop-
lar .trees and the c~olness of a luxuriant lawn ¢ern
white-bodied, green-roofed bungalow looked valley
toward the point where the shimmering Bij' Horn k unto
itself the Grey Bull; after its course down the 10 g valley
I. ~. .
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that stretched away tO ithe 'southwest t9war1 the Wind RiverRange. . _ i,', ! '
, . . III . I
; I have known sonte of the way of life t1at great groups
of mankind have known from the dawn of . ·vilization, and,
. 1 .;.'
in so far, life has for me an ineradicable richness. The
• I
pioneer casts a few troubled glances backi ard or ahead.
His position is analagous to that of the ~. ldier engaged;
the immediacy of th~ struggie precludes . ery ana long-
range speculation. ~e can' heartily subsc 1be to ,.the text:
"Sufficient unto the day the evil thereof." ,nd the genuine-
ness of his contributibn, he reckons, cann! well be ques-
tioned; responsibility' for future develod. ents and the
reduction of future' c~mplexities must fall!' others; upon
him I rests the primary responsibility as tQ t: e sufficiency of
foundations: And this is a peculiar recomp' nse-.-the satis-
, • ' i !> • 1:
faction of the founder~ I:
I . ~
: Today I watch w~th some concern the oups thateacb
year leave the school~ ana universities to~: ove on'toward .
their objectives. Th~ir problem is ·a di ;: rent one even
from mine, very different from that of' ~ father or my
, ' , !
grand~ather. An era :has come to a close. ,{ he eCQnomy o~
a country with great ireserves of open lan' for her young
men is essentiall3Z' ,unlike that of an older[: nation.' I talk
often with young men about to graduate fro' a certain Wes-
tern institution of hi~her learning. Therei's no conscious-
ness among them of n~w territory. waiting , be opened up;
these men know it i~ almost non-existen: inli the United
; I
.. States. They look in another direction-t". ard the East,
or toward the citi~s, or, if they are particulail..•. ly adventurous,
toward other countri~s. Vicariously theYI may share the
. . . . 1
experience of t,he pioneers of ,whose careers,'ilheyread; th.eY
will never know its r~al signJ:ficance. Bu,. after all, how'
much of its meaning~i~valid today? Constan·~my interpre-
tations of events revert to childhood and Y4uthful outlooks
I ~
. ~
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Which the contempclrary current of events mar~ als'e; I
must as constantly levise and reconstruct. Coupl d with
the accessibility of an open public domain therd ~ew in
America a fat-from-Iovely species of economic i,dlv:idpal-
ism. Its influence permeated every nook of the I~est, as
well' as the East, all.,d lent its weight ~oward a i. astrous
culmination. The I)assing qf an era is often not nmixed
with blessing." l1
* * * .
I
After ten years on the Wyoming ranch, my f
pleted his westward trek across the continent to
declining years where, as he put it, he might watc
go sailing out of the harbor, as he had seen the when a
boy on Chesapeake Eay. (One wonders if the pre e t popu-
lation of' California realize to what extent their rfmbers
today result from"the fact that to a generation n , .. nearly
gone theirs was not a vacation-land, but the Gol n Land
of the Farthest' West.) < The professional world a appar-
ently, at last, engulfed me, but I confess to an itch g desire
for ten acres 0$ gro¥nd awaiting its first cultivati (again,-
epitome!) I surmi~e that when my eleven-year- ~d grows
a bit older he will some day exPerience a,n urge tha ,at,tacked
in turn his great-great-grandfather, his great-gr ", dfather,
his grandfather, and his father-and he will try, perforce,
but vainly, to satisfy hiJnself with a fishing t i to the
mountains! '. I"
J
".
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, ' , ,
To hear the Indians sing their ancient ritual,
The Green ~orn Dance, <'. 'I'
And, see Samt Bonaventura on hIS namenfl,day
Enshrined at Cocniti, , ' 11
We drove, early one morning In mid-Ju ,
Out of the quiet City of the Holy Faith. i!
Under.acacia t!ees, near the Ca~hedral,II.
The BIShop looked down from his pedestal of ..bronze, .
He who love<;! Saint Francis' 'j
And his coterie of saints. II
(mo was SaintJBonaventwa?- , .
One o~ Francis' early brotherhood, ri,'"I)
But beyond that, I couldn't say.) i,
I
, From the highway, we had mou~tains;II
Mountain,s, westward, soft in, marninf sunlight,
Opalescent; "i11
South, a wide-topped mountain, bulky, massive,
But gracious in outline; . If
~ittle separated cone-shaped hills ~
Here in the foreground 'Plain,' i:
In mountaIn-mouldIng. ~'
Or, were they"those 'little hills that ski :lped
", lil,
Like lambs, and sang for joy II
When the earth trembled tn the p!ese1ce of the Lord?,
A drift of smoke is rising there in th~ east. '
A mining-town is on that ridge; the s~oke.
Shows they are working again. I
The strike must 'be over at the ~oal-miI'es.
Strikes! The mirid of man i
l~,
I'
l',
!i
" -
IIL
)
I
I
. I,
I
l
i
I
1
I
I
i
I
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Forcing its will in conflict
Upon th~ hand of his fellow:
To work one day, not to work another,
To starv.e, to lose, to win,-
Who wins?
Strange to see it in this vastness, here
Among these slow, age-long movements of natur
·And mountains.
·A sign-board.
(One in a hundred miles deserves ~ttention.)
"To the Turquoise Mi:g.es,"-I wish we could take at road;
Turquoise has a lovely sound of enchantment"
Pieces of sky-stuff, caught-in dark caverns of eart .
Sometime we'll t~ke that road.
Today, Saint Bonaventura, and Cochiti, ~
Turn us to the west.
.
·So then we came to La Bajada Hill;
Followed the curving gorge, lava-strewn,
Whose ragged cliffs burned red and ocher-yellpw.
Everywhere black lava,
Full of little stones. It gathered them ~
When it poured down this gorge
Out of the. monstrous crater, which, upheaving~
Made La Bajada Hill. ,.
I thought of the strikes over there in the coal-min
Mankind still in the dark volcanic age;
Lives tossed relentlessly like pebbles,
Wreckage of human beings.
At noon, the sky, a turquoise bowl inverted,
Pressed down the·heat upon the fissured land,
And oil the wide flat roofs and white-washe'd wall
..
Of the old adobe village, Cochiti.
.
We found a :refuge from the burning glare
In the little church which the Bishop
Set here to be a blessing to his Indians.
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Their faces are fervent, uplifted.
This is the burden of their words:-
"My s,ong reaches to the sky.
I send it winging upward
On eagle plumes.
The sky loves to hear me.
Let the clouds come,
And the good rain;
For the blessing of goo~ rain
We are praying.
Clouds are there, heavy on the mountains;
,Rain will come.
-Rain will pour down out of the clouds.
It will fall upon the growing corn.
It will st~eam over the earth,
This dusty earth we tread,.
,Hither comes .
The Rain, bringing ;fresh life,
Hither comes the Rain."
Even so, walking with Saint Francis,
In summers long ago, they sang the canticle 1
Of Rain. :
"Praised be my Lord';
For our Sister Water,
Who is very serviceable unto us,, ,
And humble and pr~cious and clean."
How long before, too, a shepherd sang,
On arid hillsides:-,
',Thou visitest the earth and waterest it.
Thou waterest her furrows; Thou sendes't'
The Rain into the little valleys.
They shall stand so thick with corn
That they shall laugh and. sing.
They shout for joy
They also sing."
.. I
I'"
. t
I
I
~
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Understanding, Relativtity
, • I' \ I·By F. M. DE~TON II ~I'
•. I!
T HE ODD notion so long held ~Y jturnalists that only 1'"'. twelve people in the world. W1~eJ;"stand Einstein's Ii
theory ~of Relativity has recently been thallenged/ and the I,
suggestion has been made that instead II of a mere dozen in [J
the 'Yhole world the number' ofo pet> ,e'~ho actually do I··
understand Einstein's Theory is many!, undreds, while the !
number mentally' capable of understan lng it is over a mill I
lion in,America alone. I i
There must 'be something queer, ~.:bout a' question so .i
idifficult to answer.' I propose, there Ipre, to diseuss the 1_
meaning of the expression, "Understa~<wng Relativity." .. I.
Does anyone unqerstand anythl~~? A small chIld \',
understands the word "apple." , A sc~oolboy understands I '
that two and two'make four. A phYSi~i~t understands Pois- ~ I
son's equation: "Nabla ;squared V equa~~ nought."
On the. ()~her hand "no sm~ll Iii child understands
"remorse"; no schoolboy understands ,Poisson's equation,
. .
and no physi<;ist understands the ele~tr In.
After he has lived a few years l:he .chil9 will have
learned the meanin'g of remorse, the 1 choolboy- will have
- j
learned the meaning of Nabla, and - _ay we not hoI1e?-
the physicist will have· learned ~Il abou I, the electron.
Are the~e any things so inscrutabl ,I that not even time
a.nd experiepce Will.. ever disclos~ .thel~eaning? I think
that Death is one. And rather to my ~Iwn surprise I have
come to think that' Einstein's Theory is ~rother.
The examples given may carry the ~lue to "understand-
ing." The child und~rstands "apple'" bicause. it is famil1.ar
with apples. The boy understands "~wo and. two make
.1
1. See the article "One chance in a hundred to understand Einstein," by J. B.
Nichols in the Scientific American." Feb., 1934. ~
' l
ij
Ii
:#Ii
II·
1
1j
Ii
Ii
11
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theories
the first
i It is the
modern
four" because he is :/a~iliar with cases in which Ihe state-
ment holds, and ha~ not been made aware of an in which
it does not hold. \he physicist understands Pois n's equa- _
tion because it sums up his notion of a region in ' .ch there
is no field (no electric charge or no matter) ~. e under-
stands it because he's familiar with charge and w.. h matter.
The physicist of today fails to unq.erstand t ~ electron
because his familialtity with it is incomplete-l .living him
unable to predict its future behavior. i
The clue thus suggested to the meat:ling of flU ~erstand­
ing" is this, that to IJmderstand a thing means to efamiliar
withit.. . I. ' .
. Einstein's Theqry is new; it is familiar ont to those
few people who nav~ give~ it much thought; henc,. Iif under-
standing consist in famhiarity it follows that instein's
Theory is understoo«l today by but few. \
This leaves the: theory on ~ par with all t theories
of physical science. ' Will it, like them, be "unde tood'~ in
due course by all good students? I' think not. b
There is a grea;t difference between ordina.
and Einstein's Theory o~, Relativity, for this i
theory formulated in the spirit of modern science
first theory that has set out to be ."true" in t
scientific sense. .
The slogan of the olper praimatists was, fIt truth is
that which works." It left unanswered the qu ion who
, ~ ,
should be the judge of the working. Modern sCi ~e says,
"The,truth is that which works to the sa~sfactiof of every
conceivable' observer," an observer being an telligent
recorder equipped "\Vith properly calibrated inst ments-
. .
namely, a clock and a scale, and differing from ot l' observ-'
ers only by his position and motion with regard to hem.
In accepting the notion that there are "in. ed such
observers and that. there is. a. uni.que external" rorld of
events to be observed, Einstein has shown that ither we
must give up trying' to talk sense at all or we m ,st accept
. [.'
I ~
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the we.ird n~tions .that an ~rrow ge~ ~hIrter whe~ it t;avels
and that a \vatch goes more slowly, wli~n tied ti-a moving
arrow. , The proof,., of these things is u~r.,'erstandable by any' "
student. Their root lies first in the far of experience that
::~~~:=~::~e a~~n:m~ i~~~:~:i" :~n~~~s~:c:~~~ _1'.1'"arrangement"-~dnce, after all, wheE we measure such if
"derived" quantitIes as force, velocity, ftass and energy, all Ii
that realty we .observe ~re ~pac~ intervtls betwe~n pointers
and zero marks at certain time Interval, from a time, zer~
'and, second, that ~ur only means of ob~~rving~ventssepar-
ated in space or in time is "radiatiodr' (of which visible
light is the most familiar for,m) , the s~~d of which is con-
, stant, namely, the well-known speed ofl~light I '
The constan~y of light's speed (th~co;;jon SYmbol for
which is "c") is' regarded, usually, as ~p exferimental fact.
mtimately, however, it is mere truism,l;since the relativist's
"clock" is a yard-stick and his unit of d e is the time taken
for light to trave~se that stick. Altern itively the constancy
of "c" may be regarded as a dogma. A such it is compara-
ble in importance: with the dogma onw ich the whole scien-
tific method is based, namely, that the I it of thing that has
happened before lis likely to happen aiain. The virtue of !'
both, these d"O,gm,as is that, on the aver~ge, their predictions
have come tr.~ , ' . '. 'I~ - 1 , '
Any intelligent mind can follow t~e reasoning, leading
to the Lorentz Transformation" by I. hich Einstein has
, ~
shown that, if we :accept th~s dogma; w: Imust be prepar;d to,
.find that our "unchangeable" old frl !Dds, lengths, times,'
masses, forces, and energy are thing whose magnitudes
depend on the m~tion of the observer. I.He must accept theI, .
. notion that these things are "scientifical y" unreal.
Having acce~ted the <J0nstancy If "c," and having
followed the simp~e reasoning'leading ti the Lorentz Trans-
formation, we find, in the further devel&pment of Einstein's '
Theory, nothing but pure mathem,atics.ll.. .
II
II
41
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Thus the conclusion seems warranted that any thou-
sands of minds are capable of "unq,erstanding' i Einstein.
The matter, however, is not so easily s . led. To
understand a thing should mean more than t accept a
!undamental assumption and then to follow the ,athemati:
cal reasoning based upon it. Understanding ¢mands a
"physical conceptioh" of the fundamental assu ,i tion. A
physical conception is a mental picture. And,' brefly, I'am
of the opinion that the only sort of picture my ~wn mind
can form-relevant to "physical events"-eis' . e which
uses as "means o~ conception," Newtonian th:ee-dimen-
sional space and unIformly flo~ing time." It is a picture in
which the notion that space and time can have a .Y.thing in
common or be, in any sense, interchangeable is fobviously
absurd." It is a piqture in which each "instant f time" is
the same instant tHroughout all space." It is a icture in
which the time interval and the space interval 'se' arating a
given :pair of eventS are definite and unambiguo . It is a
,picture in which the, notion that the velocity of a' ven beam
of light can be the same to all observers howev~r: hese'may
. be moving relatively to' the' light source' is '<obviously
absurd." It is a picture in which, far from bein accepted
or "understood," Eihstein's Theory is absurd. . .
Let any intelli~nt mi~d loo~ int<!;his own.~ntal pi~
ture of physical events and try to fit into it, for in tance, the
notion that when I ~ou.nt at 2 m. p. h. the steps 0 an esca:
lator moving at 3 ml p. h. my resultant speed is n t 5 m. p.'
h. but is less. The ~otion wiU .not fit in pecause,' i I t:qat pic-
.ture, it' is absurd. i .
Nevertheless, the picture or mental conceptio', which a
man must have who "really understands" Relati I ity must
make it both true a~d necessary that, in the case' bf veloci-
ties, three plus two are less thap five. . .
The conclusion ~o which I am driven is tha I no man,
not even Einstein, ~oes or ever can "really un erstand"
Relativity. I ,
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after t~at it may pe studied without impatienc although
without understanding, and its usefulness as ell as its
beauty will bfi disclosed.
The question 'of "understanding Relativity' may be
I :
summarized thus::
• (1) If to understand Rela~ivity means ~no mot than to
accept its fundamental dogma of the com tancy of
light's velocity a~d then to follow iIitelligentl the con-
sequences which may ~be deduced mathematl ally from
the dogma, then there are in the world manjr hundreds
'; of minds which do ubderstand the theory! nd mal,ly
millions capable of understanding it.
(2) If to understand Relativity means to be fa. ·liar with
the theory's claims and with its more impor ~t practi..
cal implications, then there are perhaps a ew dozen ·
minds which understand it. . J
(3) If to understand Relativity means to hay a clear
"physical conception" of its meaning, then i 0 human
mind understands or ever will understand i
"
Should these suggestions seem to disparage:
by "debunking" its "understandability" we must: emember
that, by similar r9asoning, the "real understand~jlity" of
all the physical sci~nces can be debunked. .k .
The mind hasl failed to invent any physicalc nception
or picture in whicn the behavior of light appear~r asonable.
Hence if we accept the latest notions by which all it e pheno-
mena of the physical world are phel}omena of ll'a iation-
material particles and electrical ~~~artes· being ST) ial cases
of fields of radiatibn-we are dnven to the depr~ ing con-
clusion that even th~se phenomena (such, for i~ nce, as
a game of billiards) of"which the mind seems 1h have the
I ,
clearest possible 9onception and understandi~g~ re clear
and understandab~e only because the conceptions we~ha\Te -
.formed are shallo~ and "incomplete. Newtonian[ echanics
" !
IJ
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is clear and underst~ndable; yet it finds ~o place for radia-'
tion and radiation is its essential subject :matter.
The modern science of psychology seems to have
rea~hed the position which,physical s~ience held thirty
years ago. In the' form of "behaviori~m" it has become
I
clear and understandable only because it ~xcludes the essen- .
tial subject matter of psychology, namely, man's psyche.'
Some psychologists try to side-step the [difficulty i>t deny:
ing that there is any psyche. N0 ·physici~t has yet ventured
to deny that there is any radiation. Ps~chology's Einstein
f,
has not yet come. Whim he comes--if we may follow the
analogy of physical science-he will makd it intensely inter-
esting and give it beauty and a new 'usefuJness, while reliev-
I
ing it of every vestige of "real understandability."
. ,
, .' ~ I
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Immortality
By MAX KAUFMAN
A pebble lYing on.the beach
Has a pla~etary reach;
Each thought begotten in a brain
r'_9osmic limits shall attain.
-.-.....~~ i .
- Dreams, although unrealized,
~ In men are mirrored undisguised;
Radiating ;near and far .
They link \each soul with earth and star~ .
A fist that's clenched, a tear that's shed,
Will throughout the: cosmos spread
And make its mark on destiny.
From which not a speck is free.
[280 ]
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Tales of Isleta.'
(Second Series)
By MARIE HAMILT()N' BROWN
Introduction
T HE FORERUNNER of these tales, a group of Isleta-- sketches, appeared in the February, 1933, issu~ oi THE
i> •
NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY. In the preface then I intimated
" the complete duality of Indian life, presenting only the
exterior or semi-civil veneers beneath the surfac~ of which
the white man has but glimpsed. He, usually incited by his -
more psychic instincts, becomes intrigued by religious cere-
. monials, dances and' witchcraft, the significance of which
he has little concepti~n. In this, he overlooks the more
human contacts, for should he remain simply ana stay
_quite still among these people, hi& life might be enriched by
J gifts from the temple of cbmmonplace things. Now and
~,then' the Indian unconsciously· bares his soul. These
:' moments' are rare but worthwhile waiting for. They often 11
:come when least expected. T~ue it is that there are nights
_that are dark in the pueblo, when one hears the long-drawn
howl of a wolf, the hooting of an owl. Nights when hearts
and drums beat· and the earth throbs back the meaning of ,-
Iprimitive and mysterious rites; when for the intake of a
breath are revealed those half-remembered things. Theil'
only is the white man drawn close ~ow the ceremonial life of
his 1ndian brother--so~e indeeQ~that\the recounting of
such moments would seem a betrayal. . Hence, the tales here -
portrayed offer you the less intricate steps in the dance of
.pueblo life, in them a little of the laughter, tragedy and love
that go to create the strange' psychology of the stolid "First
American."
-,
[281 ]
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THE HOUND
A lean brown dog came to my door. Her leye were
.1
bloodshot and her ribs were bare. It was the ~all f the
year and quite cold and as I regarded her I knew ~at t this
time -the scavengers of the village were manya~d ~ctuaJ.s
rare. She scratched impatiently on the screen a~ I ~~ceded
kitchenward. As quickly' as I could I fQund a par, a bottle
of milk and some scraps of meat ,and bread. A~ I ened
the door she pounced upon me and demolished the f re at
a gulp. I left her there licking the pan and weht ithin.
• I
, Soon there was more scratching and barkinf. I went
again to her. She pawed Ine, barked, and ran ~ litt dis-
tance; then would return and look at me imploringly. I felt
she wished me to follow her. She- would run a Iitt~wand
~hen w.atch to see if I were coming.. We follow d ~ lit}'le
beaten path that led down to my studIO. Back 0 thIS pro-
tected by an old tree, is an adobe chicken coop fim hich
iss~ed ~ou~s of lively contest. The do~ did not ente , but
waIted untIl I came and looked at me as much s t say,
"Here they are. All these little ones who' hav bee my
responsibility.. Madam I give them all to you!" I .
I peered throug~ the opening of the coop and JIiscoyered
a seething mass of dog progeny. Round, fat, little YEung-
sters they were, their newly-opened eyes strainiJ~ to ard
theJight. I counted ten of them. Mercy! Wha:tl a fa ily! .
My first thoughts were confusedly visualizing SOle pI Ice to
put them.
When my maid arrived we took them three Iat a time
and housed them in a storeroom. Blanketed and fed, they
were comfortable there, but 'Yhat in the world is I 0 do .
with ten pups. $' -
No sooner, had I entered my new role of cu~todi n to
eleven unwanted hounds than a family of Indiars ar ived
en masse and seated themselves in my casa for a fomal
call which I afterwards discovered to b; most pr Iimi ary.
They spoke in precise English. . i
I
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"You like it here?"
;'Yes, I like it very much."
"It is a good ,day." i'
"Yes, the weather has' been fine," I answered.
After having divulged to them many intimate matters
. .
about the house, the fields, the cattle, .etc., they rose quickly.
"VI{e go now," they said.
"Very well,". I answered. "Perhaps you will co~e again
sometime."
"Yes, we~win come. You have a dog?" '"
..
"There is a brown dog here. ' It was hungry. I fed it
. and it stays."
"It has some small dogs, no?"
"Yes, it has a family of ten pups."
"Ten pups! -My, that is many!"
The children' stood by durin~ this interchange of dog-'
lore, their attention focused eageldy on the"<loor of the coop'
where mother and pups were housed. They talked and
laughed in whispers as though there might have been inti-
mate and important things to say. T*hen,as.though having
detained me a mite too long, the parents gathered their little
flock, thanked me for a nice time and departed, intimating
as before, that they would come again.
Since I was comparatively a stranger in the pueblo,
I was a little puzzled by their frienillY overtur~nd waited
patiently as one must with Indian~to manifest,
in some way, the object of their visit.
Three or four days elapsed when they called agaih...
.This was obviously a less forma,!. call and the atmosphere
seemed charged with suppressed vibrations of Indian excite-
. t
ment.
"You see we come again,"" said the father and spokes-
I man for the group.
'~That is fine," said I. "Won't you come inside?"
They looked at one another in a significant way, the
children edging politely toward the dog house. The parents
102
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'evaded my question' politely. "You see," spo~ the man.
"My wife she talk with me about the dogs and ~e thi ou~
dog is the father of the pups and that mebbe YOP sav
h~~!' i
" I,
, There being a sort of finality about the requts~, I rom-
ised and my friends departed happily. Within a reek n less
than six families paid formal calls, some of 'fhom
again, all departing with the same statement alnd re
"We think our dog must be the father of the pup~"and
you save u~ a he-dog." ; ~
When all ,the he-dogs· had been distribut¢d an the
• I
unfortunat~ little she-dogs had gone the way pf rno t of·
their kind, the mother sniffed awhile among Ithe .e pty
blankets, ran from the coop and ,around the hQu~e ju ping
and barking ·as with much delight at having' rid hers If of
• I •
these helpless domestic restrictions. I
In the evening as I lay on a day-bed readihg an my
newly acquired comI?anion lazed nonchalantly b* the s ove,
we looked at each other and knew perfect und~rstan ing.
"Take it from me," said she, in dog language, "cJ1iIdre ar~
all very well in their' way, but when it comes tol a fre .life
and personal comfort, well-" i
,
One fall evening my maid and I were sitting Iby an' pen
fire, the dog curled up lazily betwee:p us on the hfarth." The
wind was blowing a gale and we~were glad tol be wi hin.
Suddenly I saw what I thought I recog11ized as ani expre sion
of fear transfigure the face of my companion. She se med
u~able to speak. Presently she murmured, "Look, look
at the window!" . I .
By this time the hound had sprung from ~~r res ing-!
place and was barking furiously. .
I took a deep breath, turned and beheld the mos~ ero-
cious looking face pressed tightly against the pa1e. 1:'1 ~as,
~ I'
• !
I
iII
'1
I
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I knew, unmistakably that of an Indian but the maid seemed
unable, to recognize him. .
While we were debating there came a loud pounding on
the door.
"Don't let him in," walled Maria.
"But we must see what he wants," I said, feeling '-
equally as frightened as she.
We opened the door cautiously to be thrown backwa~d
by the sudden impact of a huge figure forcibly entering our
casa.
He made no sign of greeting. He gazed silently around
the room most inexpensively furnished but gay with a few
oriental gew-gaws which I cherished.
"Mebbe you\too rich," he said. ' 1
We both were sile~t, having visions of, being ~obbed.
He walked to the fire and comp(js~d himself in the most
, comfortable chair.
"Yes," he mused, "mebbe you too rich-you not want to
help me."
"Perhaps," I said, in a voice quite unlike my own, "I
can do something for you."
"You have <1.ar?" he asked~
"No, I have no car."
"Then you no can help me." ;..<' i'
"If you. tell me what you want and it is important
maybe I can tell you where you might get a car.'" .J
, I
He seemed pleased.!
"My son," he said, "he go tomorrow ~o Pajarito to
work. His car no go. Son must go to get i!job. He poor
man-must have money-he have wife and children."
I gave him the address' of a friend who~ I knew would
be going near'Pajarito in the morping. '114 ,
The Indian was delighted. He settledJj himself more
comfortably that he might indu~ge in a long c~at. Our fears
slightlY,thawed, Marie and I moved closer. II
"You Isletan?" I asked.' I
Ij'
~I"
i
I
I~!~
Ij
II'
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"Yes, me Isletan. I live Santa Fe. I work ishops. I
have good job." 'I
. "What you do there?" I ventured. ;.'
"Two years back blacksmith shop have one bl cksmllth.
We have two assistants. Blacksmith he earn pleny:mon~y.
I was assistant. I'get small pay. The other assistant he
I
always quarrel with the blacksmith. I no quarrel. I w rk
hard and learn. All the tilne for two years these two qu r- -
reI. Then they fight with bars. One day assistan~ get ad
at blacksmith and hit him in head with bar and kill hi ."
We waited breathlessly while our' guest pa~ticipa ed
rU~hlesslY in vivid illustrations of the gory deedt As is
gestures slackened we gasped, "You watched it ~l? w
terrible I" !
"Terribl~1" reiterated the recounter of tale' in s r-
prise. "No sir. It was good, very good. All t e tim I
watch I am glad. The ~lacksmithhe was "dead. e ~ss st-
ant he go to jail-" Here he paused thrusting orth· is ·
head in order to give ballast to his last statemept, "T at
make me blacksmith I" I
JUANITA AND VICENTE
She who worked for me during the winter m nths, 01-
lowed slowly the wagon trail that led across the mesa fr m
I
her house to mine. From my aoor I watched her ~ome, he
familiar red shawl flowing gently behind her in the w' d.
At .the little briBge that spanned the ditch she. stotPed, nd
waIted the approach of a youth on horseback. H spok a
few words. She accepted something from his han , and asO
he turned abruptly and W3S gone, she proceeded, stln sIp ly,
on her way. . In \the distance I noticed that her head as
bent intently over the contents of the package whi~h as ,he
neared the hous.e she ceased reading and slippedI into
pocket. Usually she came smiling to her work but today
greeting was brief and she appeared quite angry. Si
I
I
I ...
i
I
r
i
~ I
I
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:ere seemed to be no reasoIi I ignored tSl~od ~~d little
was said until we had eaten supper and wer~ sitting alone:,
in the living room when I asked, "You had a gpod afternoon,
Juanita?" II'
She brightened visibly. . If·' .
"Yes Ma'am, we strung chilies and btincijedcorn." .
"It was cold this afternon.You found i~ 'cold crossing
I!
the mesa?" I edged craftily. i1
"Yes Ma'am. ~You know there is'some1lJhing I do not
wish to tell my mother. She is very strict." ·11 .
, "Yes?" I queried. ' II .
"Maybe yo~ will read this,"sa'id she, pre~ing a slightly ,
crumpled envelope into my hand. -'< IIi c -
"You wish me to read this,.Juanita?" If
"Please ,Ma'am. Maybe you will laugj;:' I am very
angry." '. ii
" j
I opened the letter and read as follows ~
. Isleta, !April, '33
Dear Juanita: ' II
Every day I see you go to the store. ~I I am glad
because -you: go to the store ev.ery daY'~,f,....fIt is nicegoing to the stol,"e. I hope you are heal· y. I am
healthy all of tHe time. I have some ttle now.'
They are nice and"' healthy' too..We a i~all very
healthy. I hope you li~e me. You r~me*be~ me in
school, no? I am anxIOUs to'know If y~.u lIke me.
I like you.' I like you' a long time n MT', .maybe
. four months. I send this massive to tell you that I
like you. I have made some Indian jew lry. It is
very fine jewelry., There is much turquoise. If
you like me please answer this massiveJfand I will
wait for you some night when you go the store.
If it's alright. I close this massive !' ith fond
regards, dear. Maybe you don't mind,l:no? And:
now I am, , r
~.
Your aif. admirer' !
V II ', I.·ENTE.
P. S. E?C~use it pl~ase rhere' I havelal~ you dear.
Maybe It s too SOOD, no..: .1'. v.
, j','
. ,
, i
,
i'
,;r!~IIi
....
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As I read, Juanita sat watching me closelY.l Wh n I
had finished I gave her the letter; "Juanita," I s,id, "~ ow
t~e letter to your mother. I think she might enjqy rea ing
't\ " , I
I r '\ "She will think he is a fooL" I
, I "I do not think.you like him Juanita·?" I
"Like him? He has much nerve and is cross-~yed." .
"You will ans"ter his letter then?" 1 I
She laughed slyly: "Sure I will answer. T'cen , he
likes the dances. Tcf>morrow night I go to the danc - wit, my
. girl friend's brothe~!" .
, .
. ,,. .
.; . I
: 'THE DEVOTEE
i
I ,
There came (jn~e to the pueblo, of Isleta a miagni dent
French padre. I say magnificent for he wore a lpng hite
beard that reached tar'below his waist. It was w~~ed and
combed and shimm~red in the sun and when the wind 'lew,
it spread fan-wise! ~cross his chest, a startlin~ con !ast
against his flQwing, Iblack robes. I,
There is yet mpch controversy1n regard to ~he lep.gth.
of that beard and it is said that one of the Padre's most turi-
ous parishioners s~cceeded, while taking ,commlunio , in
measuring its length; however, I cann~t vouchsafel the uth
I i
of this, but the people of Isleta who recall him s~Y it was
at least two feet frqm the chin.. I
N(j)w the Padre had been much beloved by IPeoP e of
other parishes and!many of these devotees, knofing how
little remuneration ~e received at the Indian Ch~rch, sent
him many cheques-+for ~he children of his paris~, ,yes .but
not to the exclusion~ofhis own needs. :
There was one woman, a widow, very poorl, w "so
loved the Father th t she followed him from par~h to par-
ish and where he w,s there she would be also. TheP dre,
a wise observer, m¥e no. comment. She came ~lw.a s to
church and gave h~r dole generously-.too generpusl for
i
!
,
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--.- h
- t.' Jl!her meagre purse. On~ daYl as he was leav~lng the church,
he was met by the wo~an. II: '
She said, "Father I have come to pray, 'tit first, if you.;
will grant it, I would consider it a great favt if you would
allow me to kiS.S YOllr beard. I will give to Jhe church five
dollars, which I have saved, for ,~he priviI~~f."· ."
The Padre was much surprIsed but Ili ! medIately ex-
tended his 'beard to the lips of the kn1eling woman.
'.'Madam," he said bowing. "I accord you tHe privilege you
desire." . . I '. Ji
After the ceremony ~as over, the woma :: rbse with dig-
nity and entered the church. ~II
As he thought of the pious, shabby figur I I the Padre felt
he would have liked to return the money, butre could not d?
, this since the deed, enacted within the portall ~f the church,
had become consecrated. , . _ t .~ .
. Looking after her, the five dollar bill ~}l. hIS hand, .he
'mused thoughtfully, "If for. my needs, the' .what a pity-;.
>; tr.:.....l.
if for the church; what dear, courageous ,~.,.innocents such
women are!" , '", .
, <"OF HORSE~ 1,
r '
The horses of the Indians are my frienJ', s. ·It is never
lonely here even though I live a long way om my neigh-
bors. The community pasture lies but a ~lf mile to the
south- of me. In the summer months. the h, ses are driven
, ,
to this pasture ~nd eri¢losed there since in to' e fields around
are growing things wnich must not be tram fJ: led.
Now the harvesti~g is over and the co~, -and the-chili
gathered in for the winter. The horses ai'~ u-ee to· roam
wheresoever they ma!y choose.· I see thm -coming and
going all day. I. hear them too at nightJ. They ~seem to
tread softly knowIng tpat I would sleep. ;Th .y come through
!
my yard on the way to the fields and when .. ey see me they
seem to nod in a fri~ndly way as humansl do who under-
stand silence and do z;lot speak. r
.' ~,it
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I
. Living o~"the .esert and near the Indians, one bl.omlls "
used to lo.ng sIlenc,. There seems more complete ha'{.;ony
in thoughts that re~ain unspoken, since they, uninter upted
by ceaseless voices that 'so ruthlessly shatter a mood, iilgle
slowly with the Universe and are woven into dream The
horses are part of the silence, part of the land, and art of
I ~
the dreams! i
I
THE PLASTERER
In a gesture most loving she will caress the wall Her
hands, like small b~..own blrds, flutter noiselessly a.. ga1i'st the .
sky, then nestle ba¢k into the pliant clay. .", "
Tenderly she, packs the s6ft, white mounds 0 earth
against the wall and smoothes them over the surface· long,
slow, circular movelments. " '
She is eighty yiears of age and very like a gnom whose
myriad wrinkles may have been acquired by much I ghter
rather than her ye~rs.
Her day is fud, and when she leaves for the' ni t, the
laughter, more poi~ant part of her, remains.
There is a poem in her heart for the wall; in h raged
, I
eyes a' note Of laughter to catch the sunlight and _w, it
close. i, -
Down, down ~nto the clay she wo~ks and' nu> Ids it..
__When finished, the ~all is very, very white, made aU ,of sun-
light and laughter a.nd loving, eager hands.
Always against the spiritual whiteness of the wall I
shall see her hands, two tiny dark-winged birds flu ring.
\ .
"
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. The Fireplace !I.
. By S. OMAR BARKER ~
There is no throttled routine in these flames; II
No measured metal guage upon their tijroat;
At will they dance-or die- and ruggedly II
Smoke blue, and smell of pine as up they ~oat.
. I "
Untamed here in a maw of rough-hewn stoni,
This naked. blaze transcends mere housihold heating:
It is a symbol of ancestral dawn, I~ )
Akin to fi t drums in the-Jungle beating'l<
.. i It l
F.irst dru~s,' first d,rea~.,:.s, . l'ststories ~d! 1,:perhap8
Man's first soul ghJIlmers out of prImal ,~e
Knew firelight at thei~ borning, firelight red,lr .
Unmasked ... So burns tonight our' firTlace blaze.
!' If
The hot logs tumble, c~ackle, smoke and' flate
Against the stone.. So' ~umbles time. If
So through the tangy, ruddled smoke, forgot;ten
, Firstlings smolder, into tribal rhyme. II
: If .
. . ,11
It .,
Our easy chairs ... our four-square walls ..lf~Against
Gray cliffs red firelight glows, and sha~ men
Chip arrows by its 'light ... Secure we carve.
Dream arrows noliv, as they carved sto~ '\mes tllen.
: . [ .
I
II
Ij 1,
11'1fl 'i,
II
Ii
If .I!~H .if.~.)
l~
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The First Christian Martyr of the South
B~ MIGUEL H. TRUJILLO
SOME MOST int~r~sting and mysterious traditio s' havebeen built up ~ound the martyrdom of Fath r Juan
Francisco Padilla. ~early. every Indian at IsI.eta:h s more
or less some know~edge through tradition about Father
Padilla. i
The statement that a coffin containing the cor se' of a
long departed person rose to the surface of the grau d from
its grave is cause eriough for anyone to become in~ isitive;
but when hundredsf affirm, through· traditipn, ..tha it is. a
fact, the subject be¢omes tremendously fascinatillig
• , >
Historical datal, referring to Father Juan F ancisco
Padilla, is very li~ited and' the authors conflict n many
poi'1lts; however, wtthout any pretense of knowing the cer-
tainty of the state~ents and traditions, I will reI te them
again as some of tpem have been told hundreds f times
before.
Father Juan Francisco Padilla was a native
lucia. The first we hear of him is when he was the .
I
of the Convento of TUlancinco, a short distance no' . heast of
the city of Mexico, east of Pachuca, in the presen
Hidalgo. That convent was one of the earliest fb
I
Mexico and Father Padilla was its first guardi . This
I
places his arrival in the New World between 1525 i nd 1535.
Then from Tulancin~ohe was transferred as guar~'a~of the
convent of Tzapotlan in the state of Jalisco, south f Guada-
,. I
lajara. He remained at Tzapotlan till the yea~ when in
company with the ,celebrated Marcos De Niza, he j ined the
expedition of Coronado. ; ~
[ 292]
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Several historians 1 relate that Fath~r Padilla accOm-
panied Coronado on his famous expeditiJn in to the gr~at
Am~ricanSo.uthwest, and that ~etr.avele~l~iththe· ~~plorer
uJl~Il the sprIng of 1.542, at WhICh bme C1.·.~(madOdecided to
.return to. Mexico. On that occasion helli made known his
desire to remain among the Indians to tea~.jh_them the Chris-
tian faith. Coronado's expedition left for Mexico, while
Father Padilla ~6und his w~~ 'back to thel;'Quiviran~,2whom
he had met before. .The origIhal home ofl~these IndIans was
in that portion of the country which is Ilnow the 1;outhern
part of"Kansas. While there he decidedl~to car-ry the mes-
sage of the Christian faith to the bitter a~d traditional ene-
mies of the Quivirans.a -. II .
It was on that expedition th~t the 'ealous Franciscan
met his death.4 Conflicting theories rna e it impossible to
'name the exact location where he, met hi death and where
he was buri~d. One version tell& that af rr the Indians had
killed ·him they piled stones upon him af9 left him on the
plains. Another version indicates that t~ lay brothers who
accompanied the priest were permitted t~lbury the ~ody and
then ~ere forc~d to leave the country... 'JhY ~athe~Padilla
was kIlled and how the supposed remaIn, of hIS body found
their. way to Isleta is a matter of conje~tuBe. A tradition
tells that some Indians, remembering Fa~her Padilla's fond-
ness for Isleta, brough~t'his body to the Ilvillage so that his
spirit would not haunt them and the place- where he ~as
I"
1. Bandelier, A. F. ,"Papers of the SCQooI of A~rican Archaeology," 1910.
No. 13. p. 6. ." if
Castaneda. Translation of the NarratiVe, by i. w. ~OWEll. Fourteenth Annual
Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1893. part I, p. 400.:1
Twitchell, R. E. "Leading Facts of New Mexico Histibry," 1917. Vol. I, p. 238.
2. Castaneda in his narrative. of the e~pedition Of~. Coronado Iltates that the
Quivirans were first encountered on the gr~at plains. :IHe indicated that Father
Padilla was left with other companions at Tiquex, which wps an Indian village on the
west bank of the Rio Grande, OPposite the present town ol Bernalillo.
8. The Indians were called by Castaneda, "GaUB:" h is likely that they were
the KaWB. ::'
4. No historian has attempted to indieate the.,e:lqtct location where Father
Padilla met his death. An Indian tradition tells that s~~~ Indians, brought his bod)'
to Isleta. . t
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killed. Another version declares that several yea s later a
party of Franciscan Fathers went into the PJains and
brought his body back to Isleta. Still another tradttion
declared by Spanish-Americans is that Father P dilla was
never buried in Isleta and that the body suppo Ied to be
that of Father Padilla is that~ another priest, .urdered
by Indians, and brought to Isfuta for buriaI.Be s it may,
the traditions of the Indians declare" that the r mains in
question are those of Father Francisco Padilla and no other.
Their traditions .go furth'er; ~hat every twenty ears the
coffin containing the remains of Father Padilla orks its,
way to the surface of the floor of the church in the r village,
and ~hat the miracle has happened five times withi· "the last
hundred years.
Because of the many tr~aditions concerning t' strange
phenomenon, the church conducted a careful inv tigation.
It must be understood that the church is .very areful in
accepting any happening that people declare a fac unless'it
makes an extensive and complete investigation.6 Accord-·
ingly on the 25th of April, 1895, such an investig tion was
conducted by. a committee of Catholic clergyme and Dr.
W. R. Tipton. However, no definite and ·conclus ve state-
ment was made by the committee except for the a tual con-
dition in which the supposed remains of FathPadilla
were found. No attempt was made by them to e p)'ain the
causes of the rising of the coffin.
The committee found the body in the exac lOcation
tradition had pointed out; they found the rem I ins in a
hollowed out cottonwood cqffin, close to the surf ce of the
ground. The body was found in a mummified ondition. '
. .
The meilsurements of the corpse were given a . follows:
length, five feet; a portion of one leg missing; me surement
I
of the coffin, length, six feet seven inches; and e depth,
5. The report of-the committee t"at conducted the investigation written by
Rev. M. A. Rivera. The original manuscript was, perhaps, placed in t coffin when
the body was buried after the investigation' was completed. A' copy 0 the original
report is at the Isleta Mission. (The report is written in Spanish.) I .
. I
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~ixteen inches. The body was covered by a small pqrtion of
a habit of the Franciscan order. That garment was in a
good state of preservation.
After' further examination the committee wrote the
description of the condition in which the body was found.·
They placed their description and .other notes in a metal,
box and put it in the coffin. The body was then buried in the
l
same coffin and on the same site where it was found, at the
depth of one foot.
• if
Some interesting testimonies were given by some In-
dians to the committee at that time regarding the supposed
remains of Father Juan Francisco Padilla.
Diego Abeita, who appeared to be ninety years of age,Y
stated that he was the sacristan of th~ parish church for
sixty-four years~ 'According to his testimony, near the
period when the Indians drove'out the' Spanish Mission-
aries, and when Father Sanchez .was the parish priest, and
when Diego was yet a boy, he ~eard that the body of Father
Padilla appeared in the church. Diegp .said that a wake
was held for Father Pad.illa, as his body'remained one night
on the surface before it was buried a~ain~ Five priests
were at the wake, one of whom was F~ther Sanchez. The
, body was buried the next day at an ordinary depth (six to
seven feet) ,·on the same site where it' J!>reviously rested on
the Gospel side of the altar. Diego st$d further that the
corpse was then complete. He also heflrf·th~t the corpse
held a book in one of its hands and that one of the Fathers
read' the book, shedding many tears" on, the altar. ~t that
time Andres, an Ipdian of Isleta" was the sacristan of the '
parish. •
Juan Andres Zuni, who gave sixty years as his approxi-
mate age,~stated that the second timefthe body of Father
'6. The report of tlte committee stated that Dr. W. R. Tipton was to trlve a
scientific report regal"d~ng the condition of the body.; This report has not been
l~~. .
7. It is seldom that an old Indian will know his eXact a~e. The date of birth
and baptism is kept by the parish priest in the vlllage.<
'.
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Padilla was seenoli the surface, Juan Andres
twenty years of age. He told that the corpse wa co~nplete
.. - '!:
and all dried up. It. held a book in its hands; T ey buried
the corpse in the same cottonwood coffin on the ame site
where it was found; but he did not know at what, epth the
coffin was buried. '
Jose Chewiwi, whose age appeared to be y, stated
~hatwhen he was a boy he heard of 'the rising of t e body of'
Father Padilla. He saw the corpse. It was co plete and
dried up. The grave in which the body was rebur d was of
a ,common ,depth. Shortly after that time'the fir flooring
was placed in the church.
Mar~eIina Abeita, who appeared to be' about
of age, declared that when she was a child ther-
on the surface of thE1 floo:r of the church, ,the
taining the remains of Father Padilla.
Thus far are the testimonies regarding th
second appearances of the coffin of Father Padilla
>,
The following statements are regarding stra ge noises
heard in the church on the night of December 2 th, 18~9.8
Marcelina Abeita stated that the noise was ike some
one stamping on.tbe floor; that the altar move and the
Indians, frightened, ran out hurriedly from the c .urch.
Pablo Abeita, who was$ about twenty-nine y rs of age,
stated that the noise was audible while the India s danced '
in the church, and that the altar moved visibly., i
"I was," said Pablo, "at the door of the raili I g to stop
the Indians from entering to·profane the sanctua ! • .., I went,
l
with several Indians to see if some one was ving the
altar, but we found· no one. The Indians starte to dance,
that night about 8 :00 o'clock. They danced in e church·
against the authoritlv and without"the consent of e parish,
priest." , I
8. Taken from the report written by the secretary of the eo~m~'""tee that, eon·"""",
ducted the exhumation of the supposed remains of Father Padilla. •
~ :
• I
! • I
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had made known his affliction to others. How ver, even
that information, though given not so long a ", is also
becoming a tradition. I
In conclusion, ~ must say that I hai~, :ner;f related
some of the many tr~,~itions r~garding thesuppos ',remains
of Father Juan FranCISCO PadIlla. I have endeav ed to lise
f
only such information and traditions that seemed 'important
I'
and reliable. Realistic explanations have been 0 ered for
".. 1'_
the rising of the coffin: the lifting force of the wa ' level in
~ the river valley; the(presence of an old arroyo b ',beneath
the church. These, ~owev~r, have assumed'a sha'owy fac-
tual existence insufficient to 1iestroy the reality Dr legend,
legend which has behind it the conviction of JFr. Juan
Padilla's hallowed m~ssionary zeal and his lastin :devotion
to the pueblo people.
I
.-
,
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Pictur~sl
B.y JESSIE WIEGAND Hq~FoRn
:1
I i~ -
" ~
Festooned on adobe, the peppers a.dcorn", -
The'time-worn and tertaced 'pue~;os,.adorn _
In blue, gold, and red; II
Tlje rival'of orchids, the· cactus i~ bloom
Sheds glory .upon a mysterious tOflb
Where centuries have fled; II
11
Abrupt,height of mes:s in grayJ b Iiown, and wine; (Ii
The deep shadowed mountains w' h pinon and pine;
'. , I
The streams canyon led; . 1 .'
, ,. ~
Adobe hutscrowdin~ «""'thurell, i, cross high;
Dark, brown-eyed ninos watching lall passers-by;
'rhe dawn's purple light; 1
~I
. !
Adobe hut windows with turqu 'e hued edge
Sheltering bright blossoms on eve. y deep ledge;
Tqe cool breeze of night; I
Il,
An aged senora in long, black, fr geB shawl
Trudging a path near. a more agel wall;
The twilight's deep glow; II '.
, ' 1
These pictures, by Life's busy pai~t brush, are hung
In Time's silent passing-unchadged and, unsung-
In New Mexico. .1..
, ,
I
..
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The Mayor's Punctilio
1Jy DON GLASSMAN
SAN RAFAEL lies ina fertile valley of the Sierra adres ~ndfeels itself as remote from world affairs as a constella~
tion. Thrice yearly the town is visited by expedi ions from
Chihuahua, the state capital: one expedition c lIects the
state's revenues and taxes; another collects toe tithes of
, the church, and the third hauls out the silver or which
San Rafael's mines are justly famous. ...
Imagine, theref6re, what prestige attached t ·the office
of Don Miguel Tierrablanca, who had been the ! ayor for
more than fifteen ye~rs. He used stern measures' s a mag-
istrate perhaps, but: they were necessary· in a c mmunity
where any ruffian wilth a pistol might take the la" into his
own hands. Don Ml,iguel often said, in passing sentence,
that the honor, the dignity, and good nflme of S n Rafael
must be preserved, before all.
Such words stit·red admiration for him a
proud people, whose' temper was peaceful and w
esty was irreproac~able. They approved Don Miguel's
crusade against the bawdy carousels of the bachelo miners,
young 'bucks who haa the physique of gladiators and the
souls of heathens. Every Sunday Don Miguel ad them q
herded into the Cathedral where he made them Ii ten to a
I • •
sermon handed down Ion the lips of EI Pad-te;"who ,ertainly
preached vehemently on the subject of sin.'
. But nothing moved Don Miguel t'o such rag as Jhe
bandits who haoitualljr swooped upon some isolated acienda
or unprotected home and ordered the inhabitants t give up
their valuables at the point of the gun. Don Mi el had
organized a company (J)f vigilantes to assist his regll, ar force
of uniformed police, and under his leadership all ha sworn
to end the terror of th~ bandits. They set traps and pitfalls,
[300 ]
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they burned the desperadoes in effigy, d Don Miguel made
eloquent speeehes before the outraged itizenry.'
"Upon my w~rd," he would say, ,,! promise to end this ll',r!
.assault on public safety. If not by pe I e, I intend to end it .
by the sword. I swear an .oath to p~rtect your property. [I
You, who have been robbed, have mf deepest sympathy. I
But fear not! Their heads will roll lroih their bodies !" 11
But on the very night following t+t outburst the ban- ,I
dits returned and made off with booty I alued at many thou- JI
sands of pesetas,' The owners wept an raged.' They came"1
to Don Miguel's l1ouse, shouting across, he garden. . \1
"We've been robbed," cried one, Jos" Posalosa._"TheY've [,
robbed all our precious belongings., W· have been left mis- !
erably poor. We' who have paid our ~:kes and supported I,
Jt, your ~igi~antes. We are like defensele~~--sheepat the mercy II
of wolves. All our savings gone!. our Ilw.ork of If.ears .. 0". II
Don Miguel's estate was the finest[lin San (afael. The 1,1
gardens were e~pansive and the hOf'se outfitted like a
palacio. It was of white oolitic limeston ." and furnished with' i
fine carvings, china, and tapestries, all~,from overseas. He ,I:
had ac~uir~d wealth poth ~s a. ~ine ~t.ner and as Mayor.
HIS chIldren were plaYIng WIth th~r pet dogs when the "1... 1
'. suffering people appeared.. The Mayotls wife begged them .
to call later, as Don Miguel had just ref' ed for a siesta. But \i
they insisted on 'seeing him, "For," ~id Jose, "we have' I
something of the utmost importance t· tell him." I
Thete was' a 'stir in the rear of th garden; and to the
surprise of everyone, Don Miguel hi )'self appeared. He
1
s.eemed vexed as he approached, bu he, said "Buenas
tardes," to the villagers twho immedi tely rentoved their
hats ,and bowed. Notwithstanding, ~on Miguel did. not
return the expected and traditional co~rtesy,of doffing his
own hat. He merely went on to answel their complaint.
"I know why you are here, my f~l'.ends. The bandits'
have' robbed you. I have heard." c.
"You have heard all 1" they cried i iunison.
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"Yes, and I ha~e dispatched my vigilantes i
We may have a repont this evening."
"We fought therh," said Jose. "They did no~ et off so
easily this time. Prdro and I emptied our pis Is after
them. We must have wounded one, for later we fo .~d drops'
of blood."
"Good I" exclaimied Don Miguel. "But yoush uld have
" 'killed tl1e scoundrel."~ -\
.~ "Ah! with the help of St. Francis I might have one it,"
answered Jose. '
Taking leave, tHe Mayor assured them again that he
I
was losing no time iDj giving' pursuit. He urged jh m, how-
ever, to hide their m~st valuable possessions and t ..be pre-
pared for further assaults. The townsfolk thanke 'him for
his advice, and agaiq they removed their hats an bowed.
But the Mayor merely nodded his head, and did no remove
his hat. Taking the arm of his wife, he said good bye an4
walked away. i
Confounded by this breach of punctilio, Jose and his
companions felt distressed and piqued. In Sa Rafael,
c~imes of all sorts ~re excusable, but lack ~of .po. iteness !
None but a pig could ~e excused for that.. . .
Wo~d got round Ithat Don Migued had refrain d from
tipping hi.s. hat accor~ling to the established traditio n. The
oily-tongir~.d gossips pf the town flavored and ped led this
bit of ne~s u~til it Ithreatened ~o upset busine~! Argu-'
ments, dIscussIOns, ~nd symposIums were held"1 every
'; , ' . I ~
shop and on every str~et corner. Why? why was th Mayor
discourteous? they sald. :
1
By this time Don Miguel had gotten wind of th public
disturbance, but he 11 ffered no expiallation nor t ok any
counter-move.' He m rely stayed home.
But from idle go sip San Rafael turned tospe ulation,
from speculation to re,dict,ion, thence to resentm II t, and
finally to provocation ~nd criticism. .' ,
o
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."LIar !'~ came from the audience. ".I shot him. . -l! Let
him disprove it." Jose Posadosa came forward. "Senor
. Mayor,·" he Baid~ s~eeringly, "on the night of Jfe the
twelfth you were lutking near the corral of my h ienda,
and l-shot you ..." " .
"I?" cried the Mayor in a sudden heat. "Wha' would
I b d . ?" ie Olng.... I
"Dog! You were the bandit leader who directe those
cut-throats to rob me!"
Something snapped and gave way. The crow~ urged,
bellowed, and snorted. A torrent of uneas,y tensip broke
loose. Then pandemonium. Nobody could save the Mayor
against such wrath. . •. r- .
They buried him the following day in a plot't t has
since been plowed for ·corn.
r
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Mirage II
By INA SIZER CASSIDY 1
:1
. /1
At dawn I heard a whistle blow, [I
A'long deep-throated call- :
J saw a ship edge slowly to the dock, I
All its passengers agog \\
Waiting to come ashore. I
How could I see a ship come in .
And edge its way up to the dockl
In this parched desert where I live, :1
Its dun flat miles stretched taut from rim to rim?
"There are no ships out here; there is nb sea.
In
The blast that I heard at dawn
Was but the tonal key
.' That sprung the rusted lock
Of memory's mirage.
• .J
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To Mary Austin
By INA SIZER CASSIDY
As in fulfillment of the dawn
The evening star at close of day
Lights up the western sky, l/}
So you upon iny life have cast a ray. ~
Of light and I am upward drawn. ( .
.,
[306 ]
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Mary Austin in Fort Worth
, \
By MABEL MAJOR
, '
~ .
M ARY AUSTIN was to lecture at the Woman's ,Club inFort Worth on a rainy afternoon in the fall,of 1928.
Two aspiring "anthologers" in work-day clothes and the
. ,
Yq)j.l1g Man from the East wedged a way well up to the
front of the ornate hall, packed with richly furred, pleas-
.. antly perfumed ladies. .Mrs. Austin came on the platform-
tall, powerful looking, her blue' cut-velvet afternoon dress
. contrasting oddly. :with thick da~k oxfords, grayish brown
·hair coiled high, surmounted~y a tortoise-shell Spanish
comb.
. She expounqed her theori~s df the origin of rhythms
while someone, in lieu of a drum, thumped the heartbeat of
the universe on middle C of the grand piano. Mary chanted
Indian poetry, eye's half sh~t. No one tittered when this,
tall, gaunt woman lifted her blue velvet skirt and twirled
and kicked a Greek dance in her flat heeled shoes, while ahe
~ e. " ,cha~ted Shelley's "To a Skylark." She was illustrating her
belief in the Greek origin of English meters. She strode up
and down and wielded an axe, orating the' "Gettysburg Ad-
dress." Here as in the Indian chants were native American
rhythm. .We were fascinated. Even the Young Man from'
the East.
r We persuaded Mary Austin away from the silver and
lace tea table' at the club house, through the tain to a quiet
tea shop. She answered all of our qu~stioIls about the
People of the ,Middle Heaven, about Shipapu, about the six
world quarters. S.he used her spoon to beat out rhythms on
her glass. All or'the time she ate sandwiches,. every one on
th,.e plate except the two we had politely""taken. She drain~
the pot of tea. She patted us op the backs motherly, and
,offered to get us a publis}ler. Our ,hearts were warm with
gratitude. .
[307 ]
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The Young Man was host to Mary Austin and ~e at
dinner. It rained dully. Mary was tired. She ate dogg~dly.
The Young Man looked at me accu~ingly. I had .pr0n¥sed.
that Mary would be entertaining. I chatted gaily ag4inst
. the gloom. The final course was cleared~ The Y(j)ung Man
offered' Mary a cigarette, hesitatingly. Only the bol~est
flappers smoked publicly in Fort Worth in 1928. ! She bok
I
the cigarette and accepted a light. Three puffs apd she \was
embarked on the stOl-y that I am writing this to. tell: ~he'
Story of the Time Mary Slept with the Two Nice Old Indlian.
Gentlemen. : . I
, I
"Only lately," Mary began, "have I been able to endure
tobacco smoke again. It was two years ago that I 'V:'"isit~mY :
people in one of the pueblos. I carry my own pneu' tic
mattress when I visit th~ Indians. This time I coul n't
refuse the arrangements they had made for my com~ort..
Whe,n time came to go tel bed, the enti;e pueblo aCCO pa-
nied me to the house specially prepared for my com ng.
The walls were newly plastered; the windows amd d~rs
gleamed with fresh blue paint. An old army cot-:-a white
man's bed-was the ~nly furniture. It was piled ~!gh 'ith
.Indian blankets reeking with tobacco. At either s~de of the
~ cot on the floor was a neat pile of blankets. Twd nice old
Indian gentlemen stepped out from the crowd, pr<j)ud t be
my protectors during the night. The. other men, wo en,
and children left for their homes. The two nice old IIi ian
gentlemen carefully closed the one small window\ and the
door to keep out the evil spirits. They took half of ~he b an-
kets from the bed and motioned for me to lie down. ike
any self-respecting Indian I. went to bed with my clbthes on.
The two nice old Indian gentlemen' covered me jwith\ the
! 'blankets, tucking each well under my feet and around my
. . .
chin. They put out the torch, and lay down on the bla ket
piles on either side. The heat was suffocating; the tob ceo,
odor was nauseating. I waited until I heard the t1Vo r gu-
larly breathing. FurlJvely I pushed.back the covers. wo
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pairs of boney hands in the dark pulled the blankets up over
my shoulders' and tucked them tightly under my chin. I
resigned myself to an uncomfortabl~night. It is only lately
that again I can enjoy my cigarette."
The Young Man looked a "thank you" at me as' he gave
Mary another light~ _
Later we went to Mrs. Austin's room at the Texan
Hotel, where a cowboy, turned college professor, came to
sing ballads. Ma:r;'Y needed a refrain for a poem. She lis-~
tened patiently while he sang the old favorites, "The Dying ~.J'
Cowboy," "Good-bye Old Paint," "T~e Cowboy's Dream."
When he struck up', "Whoopee Ti Yi Yo Git Along Little
. .
Doggies," she. became alert. TJ:1is was what she wanted.
He sang it again as she wrote down·the wordsi' stopping him'
for the ,spelling of the "whoop's" and "ti yi's.'J.; The cattle
qriving refrain turned up a few months later in "Texas'
Trains and Trails," in The Children Sing in the Far West.
We prepared to leave. We knew that- Mrs. Austin
should rest befor,e her midnight train. No, she would like
for us to stay and help her on her train. She .was a little
timid about taxis, union stations, tickets; and baggage. This
woman who had driven stage coaches, who had lived mjiIes
~ from white settlements, who had slept with "nice old Indian
. gentlemen" was afraid of a city, even such a gawky, haif- .
grown city as Fort Worth! Too, she enjoyed being waited
upon by a charming young man,) suspected. We did as she
wished, glad for an addItional 'hour.
As the engine puffed westward to the land of little rain,
no doubt her brain kept beat to the roll of the wheels with
the lines of the poe~ she was making: .
Whenever I ride on the Texas plains ~
I never hear the couplings cluck .
I never hear the trains
Go cluck-a luck, cI*k-a luck, cluck-a luck
I never hear the e. gine snprt and snuffle" .
I never see the sm ke plume, I never watch the rails,
..
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But I see the moving dust where the beef herds, shu e
And I think I am a cowboy, '
A rope and tie 'em cowboy,
Punching Texas longhorns
On the Texas trails.
, \
And the engine goes whoop!
Whoopee, whoopala!
Ki-yi, ki-yi, coma-Ia- ky-yi,
. Whoopala,
Ki-yi!
Whoop!
Whoopala,
Ki-yi!
Whoop!
Mary Austin never came back to Fort· '\Vorthl Bfore
I could visit her in Santa Fe: Mary had gone from the rose
colored adobe house and garden on Camino del Monte Sol.
I could' only sit in Mary's living room-books, Sp nish
chests, Indian blankets, baskets, and pots, as she left thm--.-
. , \and talk with two of her friends about a great womanQ ho,
\too soon for us in the Southwest left leaderless, had, re ched
~er land of journey'sending., .
\
\
, '
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If
By EDITH W. BOTSFORD
•
If we could live again, dear heart, _
The glorY of those sunlit days, ,. ,
The slumbrous quiet of the starry n:~ghts,
And walk again the happy care-free ways
I
Filled to the brim with life's deliglJ1ts,
. Would you be glad? j.
If you could come again, dear heart
From out the misty silence of the ye~rs, .
Come, as 'of old you came to me, ,j
And kis~, aw~y the unshed tears :1
That blind me so I cannot see; I
l'Would you be glad? ." .i
I
II
.:':. ~
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A Tribute
l
CHARLES E. HODGIN, 1858-1934
I
T HE ONLY bo¢k of the verse of Dr. Charles' E. Hodgin,- dean and vice-president emeritus of the U, iversity
of New Mexico, ~as published in November of 1933 Rhymes
. . .
from New Mexic,IJ are truly poems drawn from a life-time
spent in this state. The weather,. 'the ancient rui s, sand-
storms, acequias,~ flowers, mesas, ",canyons, peoples, animals
of New Mexico ate celebrated in Dr. Hodgin's trenc ant and
quiet-humored verses. He dedicated them to the students
he had'known in the University since the year 1897. One of
, " .
these students ~rote an appreciative review of he book
for the QUARTERLY in February of the present ear. At
that time the editor obtained, Dr. Hodgin's per 'ssion to
reprint on'e of tile poem~ for which he expressed' 'prefer-
ence. No more fitting memorial remains to the ean, be-
"loved figure to all New Mexicans, than these wor g~poured
from his kindly heart in tribute to one of th~ . enerable
antiquitie~ in the part of the world he loved b~. ~
I
L
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La-Gran Quivira'!
, i~
By C. E. HODGIN in Rhymes from Neiv Mexico
,j
'I
(Note.-The ruins of Gran Quivira- are about 100 miaes eastward from
Albuquerque, and are among t4~ most interestin~ of the 1500 vil-
lages in ruins, which Charles p(~~_tUDlJ;llis onc~ saidll~lcre to be fou~d -~-
New Mexico.) !-
'I
Thou weird, forsa~en, 'voiceleSs mystery! Iii." - "
Silent for ages! What is thy history? II
Spectral like, though anchored to this "whtle-back" ridge,
Reveal to us the span of time that thou dosttridge;
.. Those mountains in the distance near, with i; hQes ring,
But thy dumb silence answers not to anythi ,'g.
The somqre cedars sway their shadows to a9P fro and moap.
Their doleful chants in lonesome monotone.~l i
The gray coyotes .prowl around with thievis "hand, ,
And cast their sneaking shadows. on the su iburnt sand.
'Pale throated lizards rustle by and dart in ,. hy' slim shade,
And panting horned toa~~ hide in this debrit th~ crumbling
walls have made. . .n
But what is that to thee, thou sleeper of the plain?
It matters ~ot, for motionless and voicelessIstill, thou dost T,.
remaIn., '> ~
In grim, unsightly piles upon thy haunted gr lund,
Weather worn and graveless human bonest're found;
~ithin th,ese ghastlY,', skulls there ol).ce wast' ought.
Tne wondrous miracle of human thought; '. .
Who were these citizens of thine in ages pa~ ,
O'er whom the blighting gloom of centuries f;s cast?
W~re they the peaceful, past~ral flock of hO£"st face
Descended from the old Tampiros Indian ra " ? +
And were they swept with ruthless hand frd 'off the earth
By treacherous Apaches, they of murderous \tbirth ?
Did dashing 90ronado hither come,.and the-elibehold,
When searchIng over trackless plaIns for f~bled gold?
Make answer now! Is treasure buried near t,...•... ' is sP9t,
And is the old Quivira myth a myth or not?' .
. ,;!I _
. .
, ' :l •
I
!
!
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Book Reviews
,
Desert Wife-Hilda Faunce-Little Brown and Co., Besto , 193~
, I
~3.00. .
r
Under the changing shadows and on the shilfti g sands
of the Navajo Reservation, Hilda Faunce, after a thirteen
, '" hundred mile trip from Oregon in a covered wagon put up
a loom and there wove her own story beautifully, sympa-
thetically and sincerely..The warp and woof are th Navajo
legends, customs, songs, and superstition she lea~ne during
the four years she and her desert-loving husband s· ruggled
to make a living at Covered Wagon Trading Post.
With bright red threads she weaves countless d lightful
I
pictures., Small ones, such as the happi~ess of [se ing To-
Clazium dressed in a "gorgeous red velvet vest ith five
pockets, buttonholes for six silver buttons and a ~e I buckle
.. .
at the back." She painstakingly made it for hi during
odd moments and between cutting slices of pl~g ebacco,
tearing calico, scooping sugar, and opening countl ss cans
of tomatoes. Large pictures there ar~, such as th Christ-
mas Eve party, which she and "Ken" gave forr t I ei:r two
hundred neighbors and friends. Around the "Kism s" fires
we see them all; eating, laughing, dancing, but ett>e i ially do
we see the Utcitys, White Hat, Mrs. White Hat, f,i~tl Bedoni
and his three wives, the old Buzzard, and the Little Cranks.
Pictures of sorrow are woven with grey 1a d black
threads. Terrible was "the quick death" when, li*e "grass,
fire" the influenza swept through the reservatiOl).. S~dest
of all was the death of Hosteen Blue Goat's daugh from
"the sickness with the sores" told in his lament tol" he Des-
ert Wife." "Oh my friend, her children will be hPn y, her
loom will be empty; she loved you; she called you~e child."
Clearly and distinctly we see the design\ i Hilda
Faunce's own pattern, traced courageously an~ r sou~c~­
fully. An intricate one, dominated by a hUS1ba d "old'
[314 ]
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enough t? be her fa.ther/' a man given ~o "long 'silences"
and a "blInd fear of Illness/' But through! every part of the
design there pervades his devotion, her I01e and charm.
f' " , JUltIA KELEHER.
:1
New York University, :1
New York City. 'il
11
Sunshine PreferredP-Anne Ellis-Houghton Mifl!E1in Co.~ 1934-$2.00.
. . ~
'With a knowledge of her subject de~tved largely fro~
observations while confined to her bed i, an 1\lbuquerque
Sanitarium, Anne Ellis in Sunshine Prfferr~d, combines
human sympathy and understanding. In lia personal narra-
tive she tells what she felt, thought, and ijsaw so vividly' as
to make the reader feel and see with her. II. ' ,
Brief one-page sketches of fellow patents, Ilurses, and
doctors, poignant stories of hope deferred,.!of love, of gallant I
courage in the up-hill batt\e for ltealth,! are intermingled
with her own philosophy of lifc-While nqt a Pollyanna, she
finds' but little of cynicism or bitterness iln her own suffer-
ings or the sufferings of those around hd~.
,I
Interspersed throughout the· bOOk, jlare photographic
descriptions of New Mexico--Santa Fe,.11buquerque-seen·
partly through the eyes of others, and to~d somewhat from
the tourist angle. The pages as they turn~ however, disclose
well drawn word pictures made in her w~nderings over the
Southwest in search of health-the Chili i~ine to Santa Fe,
the Plaza in Santa' Fe, the~Fiesta, the .IIarvey House and
Station in AlbUq,Uerque, Indians'$ Mexicatll.S, -Indian Pottery
making, Indian 'Dances, the colorful th j gs- that interest
everyone and make for charm' in the Sou 1 west.
. The format of the book pleasingly *uggests her title.
She does not, however, stress the sunshinw or the absorbing
beauty of mesa and mountain. II'
There is but little plot. The autho~u achieves her aim
-to make her writing simple.. It has cqla,rmand a quaint
humor, a story sincerely and honestly tolql.
'I
, ···11, .
II
,II
~
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In Sunshine ~Preferred ~any reade~ of LTl E NEW
MEXICO :QUARTERLY, locally and throughout th~ s te, will
find themselves on familiar ground. To all '. s ruggling
I :
writers It should prove an in$piration and a spur, or Anne
Ellis, an invalid, not only finds pleasure and so e fn her
writing, but succe~ds in finding a market and a pu lie?for it
I
as well. : . MINNIE MALO EY.
..
Albuquerque.
~.
.
'Beyond the Mexique\ Bay-Aldous Huxley-Harper an,d Brothers,
New York, 1934+$2.75.
The author of Chrome Yellow, Point Count r Point,
Antic Hay, and J ~sting Pilate, needs no introdiIc ion, nor
will a recommend~tion to read his latest travel book' be
necessary to one a¢quainted with his works.' 80m what in
the fashion of his ofesting Pilate, in which he made notes of
.his journey to India and the Malay countries, is hi present
account of a trip into old Mexico. . .
An Old World,i New World, a Mexican-Ame-ric n flavor
pervades the work~ And while the author is j.otti g down
his impression of his trip through Guatemala ain lIP the
Pacific Coast of M~xico into the very heart· of thiis colorful
country, he is remhided of many things far and nea. Some
strange situation w~ll call to mind something that appened
I. •
far away. He in n~ way limits himself to his pre ent sur-
roundings. Yet, i* true tourist style he carried along a
camera, thus being lable to illustrate his book.
Mr. Huxley's t~ought processes are always in
and in this present '1vork too, it is what he thinks-rd er than
what he sees that i~ of chief interest. His observa ions are
apt, and entertaining. It is i1 discoursive method...1 delight-
ful one. He had a~parently determined in advancf· to look
at the glamour of Old. Mexico with a cold eye. hus, for
some he may shatter certain preconceived ideas J!. the pic-
turesqueness of this land of wonder south of the 'Ri~ Grande.
I •i
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Opinions are, expressed freely t i oughout the bQok.
The author believes that "You cannot i part North Ameri-
, I
can virtuesandNorth American a!"ities into Mexico
without causing the Mexicans to lose t'eir Mexican virtues
and to abandon what is best in their ow , way of life." While'
the author does not hold Mexican civilifation as, superior to
that of other c~untries, he does "take 'I.his stand" that the ,
primitive people are iProbably happierl, than the too-indus- ,
tril~lized.Ame~c~n~. _ AL~EliT A. ROGERS.
Untvermty, Vtrgt1tUL. ~ r' II .j;
, f~. ' I
Not 1, But the Wind-Frieda Lawrence-'Jl'jhe' Viking Press, New
York, 1934-$2.75. _ .~~11 ,
Sad is the.fate of the genius who i t not recognized until
.long after his death, but sadder stili is t e fate of the genius,
recognized as such, while stilI'living. ItOf the three women
who definitely recognized Lawrence's1genius and thereby
haste~:.d his, demise, ~is wife, 'Fried~t Lawrence, occupi~s
a pOSItIOn somewhat analogous to Bel~um, the buffer. state
,of the Great Powers. Similar to Belgium, Frieda didn't
'. buffer without being drawn into the thitk of the fight, which
is the principal theme of the books by lJabel Lujan 1 and the
,Honorable Dorothy Brett/ II" .
, "I would have liked to stay in A~~tralia ... but Law-
rence wanted to go to AmEPica," says ~r!ieda in her explana-
tion of their American immigration. I "Mabel Dodge had
,I '
written us that Lawrence must come tolfTaos in New Mexico, .
that he must know the Pueblo Indians,flthat the Indians say
that the \heart of the world beats thte in 'New Mexico."
Mabel gives a different reason:' 11
"Through t?e months while. LawrJnce and Frieda hesi-
tate<;l about comIng to 'raos,. I WIlled hlfl to come. Before I
went to sleep at night, I drew myself all' in to the core of my
being where there is a liv~, plangen~ force lying passive, ,.
waiting for direction.. Becoming--entirtly that, moving with
. II,
1 Lcwe'nZo in TDfIJ. ,I'
2: l,awrence and Brett. !I
It;1 . .'""'\
II (II 0 •
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it, speaking with it,: I leaped through space, joini g myself
to the central core ~f Lawrence, where he was in India, in
Australia. Not really speaking to him, but being y wish, '
I
I became tpat actio~ that brought him across the ~a."
" 'Come, Lawrence! Come to Taos !' became, in e, La.w.
rence in Taos. Thi$ is not a prayer, but comma d. Only
. .
those who have exercised it know its danger."
It never semed to occur to Mabel that a powe capable
of willing Lawrence; from Italy to Taos, albeit bf way of
India and Australiaj, might be a bit too powerful to be
.. confined in the intimlate af;lsociations of tiny Taos.
There is no needtto quote from Mabel's book, h r~ resent-
ment of Frieda for s landing between-her and Law epee, nor
to try to describe Ma, el. Her book is a fluoroscopiself pno-
tograph, where evety detail is revealed; evenh¢ "live,
plangent force" in her core, is brutally outline . by the
x-ray. i
Frieda, howevert Mabel may rail at her as stu id, solid,
and unspiritual, has·~uchmore horse sense. Firs, ~ecause
she lets Lawrence w~ite her book for her, with his etters to
her, to her mother, ner sister and others, with ju t enough
words of her own t@ explain and connect them; and sec-.
ondly, because she do~sn't dwell at length on her fi hts with
Mabel. She allows herself just one swift', devastat ng blow,
then retires tq the fortined stronghold of her now especta-
ble married position. : Her one thrust, however, los none of
its force, through b~ing out of the mouth of th beloved
Lawrence. " ~
In a-Ietter to Fribda's mother, translated from the Ger-
mall, Lawrence desctibes M'abel: "You have ask d about
Mabel Dodge: Amer~can, rich, only child, from B ffalo on
Lake Erie, bankers, ~9rty-two years old, has hadree hus~
bands-one Evans (dead), one Dodge '(divorced), 'and one
Maurice Sterne (a: J.ew, Russian, painter, yo g, also
divorced).' Now she has an IndIan, Tony, a stout cap. She
has lived much in Europe-Paris, Nice, Flore e-is a
!
I
I
:
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"Then we burie~ him, very simply, like a bifld we put
him away, a few of ds who loved him. ' We put fl ers into
his grave and all I \said was: 'Good-bye Lorenz " as his
friends and I.put )otsJ.and lots of mimosa on his co~n: Then.
he was covered over !with earth while the sun ca "'e out on
I .•
to his small grave illl the little cemetery of V~n, ce which
looks over the Medite,rranean t~at he cared for so*\Jmuch."
I • G
. I USTAVE M. ElL.
IAlbuquerque. i "
I
. Ruth ViBitsMargot-Roy A. Keech-Albert Whit~an an
I ( ,
cago, 1934-$2.00.' I
,
This is a well-wttitten, useful and interesting book for
children between the iages of ten and thirteen. M.-Keech,
who has attended the University of New Mexic for the
past four years; was ~n France during the World ar~ and
he has drawn the material for descriptions and lege ds from
this period of his life. i The medium for presenting he mate-
rial is through MargQt, a little French girl, and h . friend, ~
an American soldier. i The two walk about the'c,ou try-side
and observe the life of~ the people as well as poinft 0 histori-
cal i-nterest. Later, Ruth, the daughter of the Ame ican sol:'
Idier, visits Margot, aJnd the three travel to Mon e Carlo,
I .
Nice, Paris, anp Vers~illes.
Mr. Keeeh.ds observing. ~Not only does he r
torical facts and legenc!Is, but he also sees the FretIc inapner
of living and understands their philosophy of life . There
I
are touches of humor ~h.at enliven various episodes. . ,
The book is bea~tifully printed and bound, nd the
illustrations by Helen~ Carter are unusually well done as
well as being authenti~. Of particular interest is' he map
in the front showing t~e routes of, the journeys.
• ill
I ELSIE RUTH DYKES CH T.
Albuquerque.
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A Cowman's Wife-Mary Kidder Ra1t-~oughton MifHin Company, !
1934-$2.75. :. , ~'
',' , Humor was a necessary ingredient in frontier society
to keep up the individual's morale. ,a man or woman can
laugh in a nerve-wracking situatio~! he or' she will prob-
ably make the best of it. Mary Iqdder Rak brought to
"ranch life in Rucker yanyon, Ar~zon~, creative energy ~nd ,
a saving sense of humor. Through them she not only seized!
I
upon the routine of her household ;witb c"abilities manifold
enough to renovate a cabIn when the \otd Fort Rucker ranch
house burned, but she also worked a,ort cuts witl&the ol,lt- :
door chores of a ranch wife and dratpatized her whole life,
the personalities of her chickens, c~ws, and steers, until
sh~ was able to accomP.lish a lab,oriourl and trying~askwith
pOIse and (I'm sure of It!) charn;t. • "
Anyone who loves the West will ~hare the joys and sor-
rows of Mary Rak and her' husbandl~'hen they' heat water
for the radiator of their car on cqH:I mornings, dig the
vehicle out of .sandy trails to townf ~ait for arroyos to
subside after ratn or snow-thaws, 'erdure the patronizing
"ohs" and "ahs" of tourists, who exprrss sur~e to find the
Literary Digest "out here in these W0",:odS;" 'rhat the gam,e
is worth th.e candle, A Cownw,n's W~fe f . Ypersu,ades u~. !
Played agaInst the rugged canyons ~pd e mesas of thIS
cattle country, the winning combin~ti()ns are known only
, to the skilled player. Such a profitient rancher is Mrs.'
Rak, and she plays just as compete,t a hand at writing.'
No amateur at finding words for ~xperience coins such
effective phrases. as "busy bread-and-jonion lives," "playing
second fiddle to a cow," warm daJ.s that are "weather
breeders," little Foxy dog from the \Umelting pot of Dog-
dom." It's an unusual woman' who will whitewash With
• . L I
buttermilk and wood ashes and who" having more impor-
tant things to worry about than clot ,:es,. finds she is fortu-
nate when parcel post garments froni relatives produce "a ,
blouse from the Atlantic," that "looks 'rell with a skirt from j!' j
, II '
. '. 11 - ;
II
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..
th:-P~;ti~.~: an~-=~o-~o~s. t~:refgre. "how the oIl w~man
felt when she was aslied, on Thanksgiving Day, ~at she
I -had for which to be grateful. .
I
"'I have two teeth, and thank God, they she
•
'replied." T. M. PE
Albuquerque..
• JJ
....
I
~
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